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Monday, July 25, 1994

Daily Digest
Senate
Chamber Action

(6) Byrd (for Burns) Amendment No. 2387, to
provide funds for the recruitment and training of
American Indians for graduate training in the field
of psychology.
Pages S9604-45
(7) Byrd Amendment No. 2388, to provide for
ongoing operations of the Government of Palau in
the event the Compact of Free Association for Palau
is not implemented prior to the start of fiscal year
1995.
Pages S9604--05
(8) Byrd Amendment No. 2389, to reduce funding in the Compact of Free Association for Palau.

Routine Proceedings, pages S9579-S9651
Measures Introduced: Two bills and one resolution
were introduced, as follows: S. 2313 and S. 2314,
Page 89642
and S. Res. 244.
Measures Reported: Reports were made as follows:
S. 2313, to authorize appropriations for Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for fiscal years 1994 and
1995. (S. Rept. No. 103-319) Page S9642
Measures Passed:
Pages S9604-45
(9) Byrd (for DeConcini) Amendment No. 2390,
Helsinki Human Rights Day: Committee on the
to authorize the Indian Health Service to retain cash
Judiciary was discharged from further consideration
payments for meals on the same basis as payroll-deof S.J. Res. 195, to designate August 1, 1994, as
ducted meal payments.
Pages 89604-45
"Helsinki Human Rights Day," and the 'measure was
(10) Byrd (f9.; ..Dorgan) Amendment No. 2391, to
then passed.
Page S9649
increase funding for the Operation of Indian ProHonor Federal Firefighters: Senate agreed to S.
grams and reduce funding for the Naval Petroleum
Res. 244, honoring the three Federal firefighters who
Pages 89604-45
and Oil Shale Reserves.
died in a helicopter crash while on their way to fight
(11) Byrd (for Kassebaum) Amendment No~ 2392,
a fire in the Gila National Forest.
Pages S964~
to reduce the amount provided for emergencies and
\*-~Interior A ro riations, 1995: Senate began conhardships in the National Park Service land acquisi1
si eration o H.R. 2382, m ing appropriations for
tion account, and provide funds for an initiative to
the Department of the Interior and related agencies
establish an inter-connected network of historic fronfor the fiscal year ending September 30, 1995, agreetier military forts in Kansas.
Pages 89604-06
ing to committee amendments, with certain excep(12) Byrd (for Murray/Gorton) Amendment No.
tions, and taking acrion on amendments proposed
2393, to provide for the completion of the Johnston
thereto, as follows:
Pages S9588-S9641
Ridge Observatory at the Mount St. Helens National Adopted:
Volcanic Monument.
Pages 89604, 89606
(1) Byrd Amendment No. 2382, of a technical na(13) Byrd (for Stevens) Amendment No. 2394, to
ture.
Page S9604
allow Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act villages
(2) Byrd Amendment No. 2383, to correct the· to be eligible to participate in the Indian Health
amount of funding for cyclical maintenance of tribPages 89604,
Service Sanitation Facilities Program.
.
89606
ally owned fish hatcheries and related facilities.
(14) By a unanimous vote of 92 yeas (Vote No.
Page 89604
229), Byrd Amendment No. 2395, to provide funds
(3) Byrd Amendment No. 2384, to· correct the
date by which payments are to be made for grants
to reimburse the representatives of employees who
die in the line of duty for burial costs and related
to operate Bureau of Indian Affairs schools.
costs.
Page 89604
Pages S9606, S9626
(4) Byrd Amendment No. 2385, to clarify that
(15) Baucus Amendment No. 2398, to require a
period of review of proposed regulations relating to
the Department of the Interior may fund research
law enforcement activities of the Forest Service.
work orders incrementally.
Page 89604
Pages 89627-28
(5) Byrd Amendment No. 2386, to allow service
and rental contracts to be executed for a 12-month
(16) By a unanimous vote of 89 yeas (Voce No.
231), McCain Amendment No. 2399, to require cerperiod at any time during the fiscal year.
tain Federal agencies to prepare and submit to ConPages $9604-05
0869
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gress rankings of the proposals of such agencies for
Pages 59628-29
land acquisition.
~jec_ted:

.elms Amendment No. 2396 :(ro .committee
amendment on page 81, line 7) to prohibit the use
of National Endowment for the Arts funds to provide financial assistance for projects or works involving the mutilation of living or dead human beings,
or the drawing or letting of blood. (By 49 yeas 'to
42 nays (Vote 230), Senare 'tabled the amendment.)
'Pages S9607-17, S9626

Withdrawn:
(1) Jeffords Amendment No. 2397 (to committee
amendment on page 81, line 7) to .restore fonding
to the National Endowment for the Arts.
Pages 89617-26, 59638-39

(2) .Bumpers Amendment No. 2400~ to jmpose a
moratorium on patenting of hard-rock mining <:laims
by the Bureau of Mines.
Pages 89630-38
Senate will resume .consideiation of the bill .and
amendmentS to be proposed :thereto, ron Tuesday.,
July 26.
Motion To Request Attendance: During Today's
proceedings, by 74 yeas 'to 13 nays (Voce No. 228).
Senate ·agreed to a. motion to request the attendance
of absent Senators.
Pages .S960&-.07
,.. "cutive Reports .of ·Committees: The Senare re- :d the following executive cepott 1>f a .commit~ ·
..n report to accompany the nomination of Stephen
G. Breyer to be an Associate Justice of .the United
States Supreme Coun. (Exec. Rept.. 103-31)
9age :59642

Commuriicarions:

Page 59642

Executive Reports of Committees:
Statements on lntroduced Bills:

Page S9642
Pages S9642-44

Additional Cosponsors:

Pages 89644-45

Amendments Submitted:

Pages 89645-46

Notices of Hearings:
Authority for Committees:

Page S9646
.Pages 89646-47

f»ages 69647-49
Additional Statements:
Record Votes: Four record votes were taken today.
(Total-231)
Pages ss&01, 89626, 89629

Recess: Senate a>nvened at 9:30 am., .and recessed
ac 6:41 p.m.~ until 8 a.in., on Tuesday, July 26,
1994. (For ,Senate's program, see 'Che remarks of :the
Acting Majority Leader in today's RECORD on pages

S%50-51.,

July 25, 1994

Committee Meetings
(U,,,,,,,itt«S 11Dtlisted did not 111tet)

APPROPRIATIONS-DEFENSE
Ct11tl1llittee on Appropriations: Subcommittee on Defense
approved for full committee consideration, with
amendments, H.R. 4650, making appropriations for
the fiscal year 1995 for the Deparrment of Defense.
RWANDA
CDmmittee on Armed Services: Committee met co receive
a briefing on the situation in Rwanda from Vincent
D. K-err, African Region Director, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security
Affairs; Ronald A. Davidson, Deputy Compuoller
(Pro,gram/.Budget), Office nf the Secretary of Defense;
and 1.t. Gen. John J. Sheehan, USMC, Director for
Operations, and Rear Adm. (lower Half) John T.
Scudi, USN, Deputy Director for Planning and Resources, both of me Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Committee recessed subject to call.
NOMINATIONS
Comnuttee 1Jn Foreign Relations: Committee <oncluded
hearings on the nominations of Brady Anderson, of
Arkansas, to be Ambassador to the United Republic
ofT11IIZania; Dorothy Myers Sam_pas, of Maryland, to
be .Ambassador 'to 'the Islamic Republic of Mauri. tanfa; E. Michael Southwick, _of California, to be
Ambassador to the Republic of Uganda; and Carl
Burton .Stokes, nf Ohio, to be Ambassador to the
Republic of Seychelles, ,after the nominees testified
and answered questions in their own :behalf. Mr. Anderson ~ introduced by Senator Pryor, and Mr.
Stokes was inuoduced by Senator Glenn and Representative Stokes. Testimony was .also received on
the nomination of Mr. Anderson from F. Allen Harris, American Foreign Service Association, Washington, D.C.
CLEAN AIR ACT-LAKE MIOIIGAN REGION
Committee on Governmental Affair:s: Subcommittee on
Oversight of Government Management held oversight hearings. to examine -rhe Environmental Prorectioo Agency's implementation .of the ozone non-attainment provisions of
Oean Air Act which are
ap_plic.ahle to the Lake Michigan Region, receiving
testimony from Mary Nichols, .Assistant .Administrator for .Air and Radiation, Environmental Protection .A,gency; and Stephen L Gerricson, Lake Michigan Air Directors Consortium, Des Plaines, Jllinois.
Hearings were .recessed subject to c.all.
INDIAN GAMING REGULATORY ACT
Committee rm .Indian Affairs: Commi tree .concluded
hearings on S. 2230, to strengthen and improve pro-
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noon. It is my understanding that the tions of the truth than in the public
leader has no desire to go out early or discussion of the National Endowment
to provide a window. So as far as I a.m for the Arts. The media have. in fact.
concerned, with my colleague. Mr. been obsessed for at least 5 years. to
NICKLES, we could plow right on my knowledge. They have been obthrough and ma.ke as much progress sessed with' trying to prove that black
is white and white is black. and that
today as we possibly can.
May I inquire of the distinguished disgusting, insulting. revolting garbage
Senator from North Carolina [Mr. produced by obviously sick minds is
HELMS) if he plans to call up an amend- somehow art. and that this art is worthy of being subsidized and rewarded
ment momentarily?
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President. I say to by and with grants of Federal fUndsmy good friend from West Virginia the taxpayers' money, mind you-disthat I do. I have an amendment to the tributed by the National Endowment
YEAS-74
committee amendment on page 81. for the Arts.
Duren
berger
'.\la
thews
Ak&k&
Would the Senator like me to call it
This has been going on. as I sa.y, :\tr.
:.Sikulski
Exon
Baucus
up?
President, for at least 5 yea.rs. and
Feingold
llltchell
Blde11
Fei11ste111
'.\lotele) ·Brau11
Bl11iraman
longer. I am confident. than that.
l.\lr. BYRD. Yes.
!tloy111han
Ford
Bond
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
The Washington Post and similarly
'.\lllrl'ay
Gle1111
Boren
Chair would indicate to the Senator oriented newspapers around the counGorton
Sunn
Bradley
Packwood
Graham
from North Carolina that there are try all get their big guns to pulverize
Browu
Grassley
Pell
Br;· an
three committee amendments on page anybody who suggests that filth should
Pr,,·or
Gregg
Bwnpers
81. Will the Senator please specify not be subsidized and rewarded with
Hatfield
Reid
Burns
which particular amendment?
the taxpayers' money. These newsHeflin
Ri~le
Byrd
Robb
Holllnirs
Mr. HELMS. I was busily adjusting papers have mocked and ridiculed SenCampbell
.Hutch1so11
Rockefeller
Coe.ta
my hearing aid. Would the Chair repeat ators and Congressmen who ha.ve tried
Jeffords
Roth
Cochran
that?
to restore some degree of rea.son to the
Johnston
Sar banes
Cohen
Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President. I ask NEA process. Salvos of accusations
lta.56ebaum
Sauer
Co mad
Shelby
Kerre)·
Coverdell
unanimous consent that the pending have proclaimed that these Members of
Kerry
Simon
Da..n!orth
amendment be temporarily set aside.
Congress-and
particularly
JESSE
Kohl
Simpson
Da.achle
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Ia there HEL.\ls-a.re engaged in nefarious cenL&ute11bery
Stevena
DeC011c111i
objection?
sorship. But how self-righteous they
Leahy
Wanier
Dodd
Wellsto11e
LevtD
Dole
Without objection. it is so ordered.
are when they write about censorship.
Worford
Ltebemu.11
Dome11tcl
They accuse us of censorship at even
AME.~D!'>IE?.'T ~O. 2398 TO THE EXCEPI'ED
LUiF
Dorr&11
CO!llMITn:F.: AMENDMENT ON PAGE 81Ll."n:1
the slightest suggestion tha.t the FedNAYS-13
<Purpose: To prohibit the use of Nat1on&l En- eral funds authorized and appropriated
dowment for the Arts funds to provide fi- to and for the National Endowment for
Lott
PreMler
Breawt
Smith
Mack
nancial assistance for projects or works in- the Arts should not be spent on such
Cra.11r
W~lop
:!tfcC&iD
F&1n:loth
volving the mutilation of living or dead things as photographs of a naked hoMurkowsl!I
Gramm
human beings, or the drawing or letting of ·mosexual with a bull whip protruding
~lckles
Helms
blood)
from his rear end. or a naked woman
NOT VOTL'-:G-13
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President. I send an on a stage, her body covered with choc!\!eue11bawn
Bennett
Hatch
amendment to the desk and ask for its olate. or photos of mutilated human
Bozer
Inouye
S~r
immediate consideration.
corpses. or blood soa.ked towels disCha.tee
Kem1>thorne
Thurmond
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pa.tched on a pulley over the heads of
D"Am&to
Kennedy
HarklD
McConnell
clerk will report.
an unsuspecting audience terrorized by
The assistant legislative clerk read such a surprising development.
So the motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The as follows:
This is art. say the media. The WashThe Senator from North Carolina (Mr. ington Post insists that it is art, a.nd so
pending business is H.R. 4602. the Interior appropriations bill. The pending HEL.\!S) proposes an amendment numbered do newspapers all across the country.
question is a committee amendment on 2396.
many in my own State or North CaroMr. HELMS. Mr. President. I ask lina. They publish sophomoric edipage 48 line 16.
unanimous consent that reading of the torials and stamp their little feet. But.
Mr. BYRD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- amendment be dispensed with.
the public disagrees with the editors.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The public disagrees with the National
ator from West Virginia.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, this would objection. it is so ordered.
Endowment for the Arts.
The amendment is as follows:
be a good time for a Senator to call up
Now I tried a little experiment back
an amendment. There will be a rollcall
At the end of the amendment. add the fol- during the Mapplethorpe era. .The edivote at 3:30 p.m. on an amendment. But lowing:
tors at Greensboro, Winston-Salem.
"SEC. . Notwithstanding any other provt- and Raleigh spoke with one voice in
there are several amendments on the
list by Senators. and it is not incon- sion of law. none of the funds made available condemnation of JESSE HELMS because
this Act to the National Endowment
ceivable that if Senators would come under
for the Arts may be used by the Endowment, he did not understand art.
over and call up their amendments. or by any other recipient of such funds, to
So I sent a little telegram to ea.ch of
some of the amendments might be ac- support. reward. or award financial assist- the editors at Charlotte. Winstoncepted. It is easily also very conceiv- ance to any activity or work: involving:
Salem. Greensboro. a.nd Raleigh. I said.
(a) human mutilation or invasive bodily "I'll tell you what. Let me send to you
able that a number of the amendments
that are on the list may indeed not be · procedures on human beings dead or alive; or by Federal Express-I'm not going to
(b) the drawing or letting of blood.".
called up.
send them through the mail because
So it is likewise easy to imagine that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The you would complain about tha~but
we might be able to finish this bill pending question is the Helms amend- let
me
send
you
some
of
tOday by going into the evening. To- ment to the committee amendment on Mapplethorpe's photographs and you
morrow there are going to be some page 81. line 7.
put a little notice in your pa.pe_r that
interruptions during the day. brought
Mr. HELMS. Page 81. line 7 is cor- people sincerely a.nd genuinely interabout by the visit of Mr. Ra.bin and rect. Mr. President.
ested are invited to come by your paper
King Hussein and a joint session of the
Mr. President. I have tried, without and 'take a look at the- pictures-paid
House and the luncheon. It is, there- success. to establish . in my own mind for by the taxpayer-of the homosexual
fore. necessary that we make as much when. if ever. the liberal news media of with the bullwhip protruding from his
progress as we possibly can this after- Am.eric:i. have engaged m more dis'tor- rear end. for example.··

[Mr. D'AMATOJ, the Senator from Utah
[Mr. HATCH], the Senator from Idaho
[Mr. KEMPTHORNE], the Senator from
Kentucky [Mr. MCCONNELL], the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. SPECTER],
and the Senator from South Carolina
[Mr. THURMOND] are necessarily absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?
The result was announced-yeas 74,
nays 13. as follows:
(Rollcall Vote No. 228 Leg.]

0
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(b) the drawing or Jetting of blood.
The Greensboro Daily News editor of the National Endowment for the
Mr. DODD. Will my colleague :>-·iel.:.
said. "We're not an art gallery. We're a Arts. I have never heard one complaint,
newspaper." What a pious-well. I shall let alone made one myself. about any on that point?
not finish the sentence.
grant to a symphony orchestra or a
Mr. HELMS. I would rather finish m:.
But this is the way the news media choral group or a. program to tea.ch statement. if the Senator will perm::
have operated. And they are not going young people how to play instruments me to do so.
to tell the truth about this debate or sing songs and that sort of thing.
Now, as I said. ~1r. President. when :
today, either.
As a matter of fact, I was pretty ac- first proposed some years ago tha:
Much of the p1Jh1ic ~as no specific tive in a group, an opera group, before some standard of decency be requirec'.
idea of what is afoot. but I can tell you I came to the Senate.
of the National Endowment for tt.t:
Now. there have been complaints for Arts. the Senate was supplied some exthis: Thousands upon thousands of
Americans. indeed. millions of them. I years and years about filth and perirer- amples of the art that the America:-.
believe. have gotten enough of the mes- sion being rewarded time and time taxpayers were being forced to su tsage-despite the covernp by the news a.gain with sizable grants of the Amer- sidize at that time. There was the bul:media and by some of the self-pro- ican taxpayers' money. And. yes, I whip, which I mentioned earlier. There
claimed experts in the art community. have voiced some of those criticisms was the crucifix that another artis:
The self-proclaimed art experts pre- and complaints and I shall continue to had submerged in a jar of his own uri:r:.e
tend that even if the a<t is gross and do so as long as there is breath in me. and photographed and submitted to tte
even if it is vulgar and offensive. it is
I asked NBA Chairman Jane Alexan- NEA. And he got. paid for it. There
art. and it ought to be financed and der if just one cockroach in a pot of were other sickenin5, blasphemous ar::
subsidized by the American taxpayer.
soup would be enough. too many. or obscene so-called art.
Every time I hear that. I think of not enough. The dear lady sort of
These were supported and defende:
Abraham Lincoln. who was asked one a.voided that question. She responded by newspaper editors. They ha\'e saiC
time: .. Mr. Lincoln. if you count a that, as a matter of fact. she and her "Well. this is just one out of man:;
cow's tail as a leg, how many legs does husband had. on one occasion. found a You should not be worried about just .:.
cockroach in their soup served in a res- few examples."
a cow have?''
And Mr. Lincoln replied: '·The cow taurant. a.nd that the manager of the
Well. why should the taxpayer not be
has four legs, because calling a cow's restaurant had quickly not charged worried? Why is there even one exar::them for their meals. to make amends ple?
tail a leg. doesn't make it a leg."
And calling this art-which I am for the cockroach in their soup.
Last year. there was the artistry o:
Now that is all very fnteresting, and an NEA beneficiary named Joel-Peter
going to display an example or two of
in just a minut~alling it a.rt does one can assume that one cockroach in Witken, who the NEA art experts knew
one soup is one cockroach too many. I at the time had a ~year track recor::.
not make 1t a.rt.
So the news media's intellectual dis- reel the same wa.y about the National of mutilating, dissecting. and dis·
honesty in calling this perverse. filthy Endowment for the Arts.
membering human corpses and the:-_
But how about those human cock- photographing them.
and revolting garbage. calling it art
does not make it art. It is still filth: it roaches who have repeatedly bullied
For one photograph he submittec
is still perverse-and it is still unwor- their way into the pocketbookS of while seeking ta.x funds Congress hac
thy or being subsidized with the Amer- American ta.X'pa.yers who pay the taxes appropriated for the NEA. Joel-Peter
ican taxpayers• money.
to pro'\-Ide the money for the National Witken llad severed the head from :;.
And if you do not believe the Amer- Endowment for the Arts to hand out? corpse. skinned it. and scooped out ti:.f
ican people agree with that, ask them We are going to get specific here in just brain and transformed that mutilatec
a moment.
a specific question.
head into a flower ..-ase.
You a.re darn right; if a poll could be
And those watching on C-SP•.\..'l c.a::
Nobody in the Senate. nobody in the
House of Representatives. has ever taken. I suspect that the \'ast majority View the flowers in that artistic nowe:
once suggested censorship of the Na- of America's taxpayers would be eb- pot.
He then photographed it and he subtional Endowment for the Arts. If ho- tally opposed to subsidizing that figumosexual or otherwise perverse men- rative human cockroach masquerading mitted. as I say, the photograph to the
NEA. His cash reward from the NEA fo~
talities wa.nt to produce such garbage. as an artist.
sQ."'Sfr. President. what can be done that was S20.000, taxpayers' money.
they are free to spend their own money
In another example of his unique arand their own time doing it-then let to remedy the situation. in light of the
them try to sell it in whatever market- fact that Congress has been manipu- tistry, Joel-Peter Witken twisted a
lated. yea.r a.fter year. into refusing to human hela ofi oi a cuzp,,1! in a way tc
place they choose.
Now another ploy by the defenders of prohibit subsidies for obscenity defined assure that a jumble of veins and mmsuch filth is to contend-now just lis- in any broad sense? Maybe the amend- cles protruded from the neck.
Maybe the C-SPAN cameras car_
ten to them. they probably will in this ment which I now have sent to the
debate, the:,• probably will contend desk \\-Ill enable the Senate to address focus on what developed after that. ~lr
that. "Well. a.fter all. only a few such at least one specific obscenity that the Witken then sawed the head of that ca·
grants have been ma.de.'' And trunk of ta..."<payers have been forced to subsidize daver in half. beginning at the top o:
the forehead. down. through the noF
the thousands upon thousands of other to the tune of $20,000.
Now let me, Mr. President. read the to the lip and the chin. and then hi:
grants. They prate on and on about
thousands of gra.nts being made for text of the pending amendment once placed the two halves together in <
symphony orchestras. choral groups, more. This amendment. when it is fashion that made it appear that the
voted upon. will establish precisely cadaver was kissing himself. This :~
public school art forms of all kind.
I remember one Senator in this how each Senator feels about using tax one-half of the gu:-(s head, this is thE
Chamber a couple of years back. he funds to subsidize and reward an artist other half. That is what you call bea..:.
rolled his eyes to the heavens and said, who used NEA funds to mutilate the tiful art, and I am sure it was wort!".
$20,000 to somebody, but I do not thin!::
•·not many controversial NEA grants cadavers of human beings.
The amendment at the desk provides: you will find many American taxpayer:
ha.ve been made"-so what is the big
Notwithstanding any other proVi.sion of who will agree that their money ough·
deal?"
Not many'! Well. then. ~lr. President. law. none of the funds made available under to be used to pay or reward the gu:.
-.
how many are too many? And I guess this Act to the National Endowment for the who did that.
Ans may be used by the Endowment, or by
By the way, Mr. Witken titled hi.
that is the fundamental question.
an:r
other
recipient
of
such
funds.
to support, award winning photograph "The Kiss.·
Mr. President. in a friendly exchange reward. or award financia.l assistance to any
Speaking of depravity, this pas·
with that delil?htful lady ,Iane AleXQ.n- acti\"ity or work involving:
der. I posed-that very question. As I
(al hi:man mutilation or i:misi\•e bodily March brought reports of yet anothe:
ltrve stated many times to Mrs. Alex- proceC:;;:.-es on human beings. dead or ali\·e: NBA-subsidized performance by one c
these artists. a m:i.n named Ron Athey
ander. who. of course. is the Chairman or
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It is spelled A-t-h-e-y, but he insists
I know wha.t some of' the supportersu der-no wonder-Mr. President. there
that it be pronounced like ..A-thee". or the NEA a.re going to say. "Oh. tha.t baa been a. cultural breakdown.
Ron "A-thee," and I will try to remem- report is false ... To sas tha.t. tha.t report
Ia it not time for million& of Ametiber to call him Ron ..A-thee:• aa I ls false ia false itsel!, a.nd I will dem- cans. the people more than one Presirefer.
onstrate that when the. defenders of the dent bas referred..to as the great silent
Tha.t is his picture. a. very handsome NEA try to downplay the significa.nce majority. to !JO on the offensive to reman. if you like tha.t kind or man.. But of this so-called artistry in Minneapo- ga.in control ot their social and cullet us talk a.bout it. He appeared as a. lis.
tura.l institutions? Taking this small
part of the Minneapolis Walker Art
There has been a concerted. unfair, step to put those a.t the National EnCenter's Celebration of the Fifth An- and unfounded effort; by the NEA and dowment for the Arts who have abused
nual Ml.mleapoll.s Lesbian, Ga.y, Bisex- its obsessive defenders in the news and ridiculed our most deeply held be-ual, and Transgender Film Festival.. l media. to discredit descriptions of the liefs in their place, I think, is a go<Xi
do not need to identify it further. it performance by a. reparter in the Min- beginning.
wa.s a. homosexual film event which the neapolis Star-Tribune.. But Mr. Athey
British Pri..me Minister Margaret
NEA supports annually With your is remarkably boastful a.bout his per- Thatcher and President Ronald Rea~an
money.
formance. He sa.id:
~d the sa.me thing essentially. They
Here is how Mr. Athey's performa.nce
The individual chemical reactions people saJ.d~ If not us. then who? If not now.
went. He informed hi& audience that. he have toward demomua.t1olla of pain. blood then when~
has the A.IDS Virus. Then he begins his and mutilatio1:1. a.re invohmta.ry. One or two
Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
na.ys on the amendment.
bloody performance. but he tells them people usually faint.
nothing about the mv sta.tus or the
Mr. Athey also acknowledges tba.t
The.PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
other performers whom he later slashes one or two people usually lea.ve ea.ch suffic1en~ second?
and slices on the stage. He keeps that performance.
There is a. SU!ficient second. .
a secret.
Of the Walker Art Center. the orga.ntThe yeas a.nd nays were orde~d.
Mr. Athey himself described the za.tion that used part of its NEA grant
Mr. HELMS. I tha.nk the Chair. and I
Yield the floor.
NEA-supported performance in the Los
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenAngeles Weekly-a. homosema.l news- : s~pport the Athey performance. he
ya,
a.tor from Connecticut is recognized.
pa.per. He described the three different
They knew exactly what I did and wanted
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. will the
seta of three parallel lines arranged in
Senator Yield tO me?
a sta.ir-i!teP fashion that he sliced onto. to present me.
But back to Mr. Athey's perform:Mr. DODD. I will be glad to yield to
and into. another man's back. and then
he carved a triangle, which he called. a.nee. After sending those bloody towels the distinguished chairman.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask unanappropriate~. ''The S~bol or Queer- over the audience. he then proceeded to
st1ck acupuncture needles a.nd other imoua consen~ that a vote occur on or
ness."
Just so the RECOllD Will be com;»ete sharp objects through the skin. the in relation to the amendment by Mr.
about the artistic talents Of Mr. Athey, sca.J.p, the cheeks. a.nd other body areas REI.Ms immediately following the vot~
which Will occur a.t 3:30 p.m. on an
I think I should quote his own descrip.. on himself a.nd hia cohorts on sta.ge.
The Washington Bl.a.de. another ho- amendment. the vote which wa.s ortion at his perfonnance. which waa subsidized. do not forget, by whom? The m.osexuai newspaper, described the per- dered earlier today.
forma.nce this w~:
·
Mr. DODD. Reserving the right to obNa.t.1onal Endowment tor the Arts.
Two &SSisianta allow Athell' to llierce tbeir ject, I tllought that vote was going to
Mr. Athey said of his own performcheeks With alell.dar barbs~ ha in tum stands occur at a? Was It 3;301
a.nee:
Mr. BYRD. The other vote wa.s to
Bleeding is alwaya he&.Vl' at t!rst. but tt immobile while they weave spinal ta1> neeslows do"'1:L. Paper towel& are preeeed againat dles through the skin of b1a sb&ved he&d. and occm- at 3:30.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
the wound. maJD.ng IUI ~nt. than thQ' att then wtnd them wtth wire to create a Mcrown
objection. it 1a so ordered.
a.lteniately paaied to two ~t.a, Wbo of thorns.··
Mr. President. during her confirmaMr. BYRD. I thank all Senators a.nd
clip printa to the llDe and &ena tti.em ou.t
over ibe aucliencL Tl:le J;ll'inta are not touch- ti on hearings, Ja.ne Alexander pledged I tlla.nlt the distinguished Senator. for
ing &D3' hea.ds. They only come close to a tha.t under her wa.tch the National En- yielaing. ·
.
couple of people. mostl:r over the a.isles or dowment for the Arts would be guided
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The_ Sencom11letelY si;qe right.
by what she described. aa "a. commit- ILtm' irom Connecticut.
Then he continues to describe his ment to !Undi.ng only the best art
Mr. DODD. Mr. President. I had not
act:
America. ha.a to o.fI'er."
intended to become involved in a. deTh1.s act ha.a been performed for at leaat
And knowing Jane Alexa.nder. I do bate on this ~ca.lar amendment be2.000 people: Three !light.a a.t Highways. one not doubt her sincerity in this commit- cause I had heard: tha.t it would be acnight at Loe Angeles Theater Center, three ment. She frequently ha.a stated good cepted and that tt wu a relatively
club nights.
When the lines &?fr full. the factory work- music and good theater and good pa.int- ~ess a.mendment tha.t would do no
ers &nd three U'ILinect tech dykes Bt.rik& the ing elevate us all and. of course. no- significant damage to the National Enl!nea keeping them tant. eo they don't droop body disagrees With that. And I told dowment for the Arts. And therefore it
seemed that Membera might just acor brush anyone. although thla happenect her so.
once the first night"' Highways.
But something is. seriously amiss, cep; it. I waa prepared. !ra.nkly, to deHighways 1s a. so-called performance Mr. President. In a. la.rger sense. the pa.rt the Chamber. I ha.ve a. conference
arts venue in Santa. Monica. CA. But pending amendment rea.ches beyond. committee meeting on the House side
that 1a Mr. Athey's own description of the work of Mr. Athey a.nd his admirers involVing interstate ba.nking and · a.
his great moment or a.rti.stry in a. per- at the National Endowment for the. number of other issues.
But I guess I made the mistake that
forms.nee subsidized by the Natiotla.l Arts and a.round the editorial. offices.
and the country.
we should not engage in too often
Endowment for the Area.
The broader issue. ii' any. is the sober a.round here. I read the amendment.
According to the Walker Art. Cenur.
I wa.nt to rea.d the amendment aloud
at lea.st two members or the a.udienee realization tha.t for the past two. deein Minnea.p0lis tainted. I do not. doubt. a.des. a.n unmista.k~ decadence. baa beca.wie- I want Members to pay close
that. Another member o! the a.udience sa.tura.ted American soci.ety. A !uriollll attention to exactly wha.t th.18 amendassault on the tra.ditiona.l. sellSibilitiea ment sa.ya and recognize the implicaw~ quoted a.a say!ng:
The bloody towele were most u~ttng to ot' the American people has ta.ken its tions. if this amendment were· to be
tb.e audience.. lt &pl>eU'ecl tha.r. the towels tolL So DlaJlY b.a.ve become a.!raid to adopted, as innocuous as it may seem
were going to drip or tall apan beca.uae they stand up a.nd. declare the diff'erence be- to some..
appeared to be pa.per toWela. Peopl-e lmoclftd tween right. and wrongr wha.t ia ugly
NotbwttllstlUlding- any ~her provision of
over tbe cl:l.e.irs to get out t:rom UDder the and wha.t ia destructive a.nd. wba.t is law. none of tbe fUnd8 made available under
c lotllesline.
noble a.nd wha.t 1a degrading. No won- th.1& Act to the Nwonal Endowment. !or :b.e
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Arts may be •..::;ed by the Endowm<'nt. or by
any other recipient of such funds. to support.
reward. or award financial assistance to any
activity or work involving:
(a1 human mutiliation or inv:i.si'lre bodily
procedures on human beings dead or ali\·e: or
<b 1 the drawing or letting of blood.
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particular amendment goes \Vay over- with it. but this is not ostensibly what
board.
we are talking about here. This amcr.Ll.• Let me cite some examples here in ment. however. is one way to ac.tieve
our own building of what we are talk- that goal. it seems to me. Without ::...c·
ing about. Here is the Battle of LeXing- ing the issue directly.
ton. We have soldiers shooting, people
So I strongly urge the rejectior of
lying on the ground being shot and this amendment. and at an a.ppro~r:..1.te
Tha.t is the amendment.
killed. Below it is the Boston Massacre, time I will either offer to table .-~:::
"Any acti\·ity or work involving which hangs in this building.
amendment or urge my colleague~ ~o
human mutilation or invasive bodily
As I read this amendment. "any reject it. This goes far too far. To r.:<> i ~
procedures."
work ... •·any activity," "human mu ti-· is a. dangerous-dangerous langu:..!.:"P
Mr. President. it does not take much lation "-certainly the killing of people that does not help in our efforts to de~'
imagination for anyone. even looking in those great. heroic conflicts that with legitimate concerns some have
around this building to see where this gave birth to this Nation. I presume, raised about art that has received fur.dwould apply. I have just been casually would qualify under a strict reading of ing from the Endowment. That is a degoing tl:rough a book here called "Art this amendment.
bate we may haYe a little later. But
Of The United States Capitol." There
The great frieze which hanging in the this language and this amendment. it
are countless examples in this book of Rotunda of this building depicts fur- seems to me. ought to be sound!;· reart in this very building which involve ther examples of what people might jected.
So. :Mr. President. I will be a part of
human mutilation or invasive bodily call rather invasive a.rt. The battle of
procedures-people being shot, people LeXington again is here. The death of this debate. I strongly urge Members
being knifed. the Battle of LeXington. Tecumseh. at the battle of Thames in read the amendment and then think. if
the Battle of Concord. Daniel Boone. 1813 is rather graphic. I suppose. Ac- you would. about the examples of art
and tte Indians. The standard incor- cording to a strict reading of this in this building and elsewhere that
porated in this amendment. would pre- amendment. one could argue that would have been precluded from receivclude that art from being supported by Brumidi would be prohibited from ing any support from the National En·
painting that frieze today with the sup. dowment. Then decide whether or not
the National Endowment for the Arts.
that is a smndard we would like apEven the most casual observer of art port of the NEA.
This is how ridiculous it can get. I plied to those who are trying legitiwill certainly recall some of the great
paintings in religious art over the cen- point out to my colleagues there are mately to enrich our culture throug!:
turies. The crucifiXion of Christ. done ttmes, when budgeting, that we con- their artistic endeavors. excluding
in even the simplest of ways, is the mu- sider egregious examples of improper many who are in no way interested ir.
tilation of a human being in an behavior or conduct. But to take a the kind of art that the Senator !rorr:
invasive -procedure. A representation of broadax to a. problem is not the way we North Carolina has talked about.
Regardless of how one feels about the
the nailing of Jesus Christ to a cross ought to deal With these issues.
So,
there
may
be
those
who
assume
Nationa.l
Endowment. particular aro:.would be prohibited under this amendthis
is
a
rather
innocuous
proposal
who
ists or particular performance art. thi:o
ment as I read it. from receiVing funds would liq to do something about send- amendment ought to be soundly refrom the National Endowment for the ing a signal to the National Endow- jected.
Arts. And this list would go on: The ment about the kinds of art that is
Several Senators addressed the
stoning or Mary l\!agdalen. Saint Se- being funded. But this is not it.
Chair.
bastian. the decapitation of John the
I strongly urge Senators to read this
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Ser.·
Baptist. I presume people here could amendment carefully and understand ator from Rhode Island.
· add to the list of exa.-nples of great its implications. It is anything but inMr. PELL. Mr. President. I thank thio
works of art that would be prohibited nocuous. It is a. very serious effort to Senator from Connecticut who ex·
from receiYing support under the lan- restrict support for legitimate and pressed very articulately the thouist.t.:
gua:;re of this amendment.
worthwhile art endeavors. whether that we share. As one who minored i!'.
Al! of •is know. I think. what the they be in music. in painting, perform- art many yea.rs ago in college. I thir.t
Se::.a.to:.: from North Carolina iS driving ance art or whatever else. This goes far back through all the paintings I stud
a.t he!'e. I think he goes beyond' what beyond what anyone would ever intend. ied. Many, many of those involvec
~ :.1embers are interested in doing.
I have here a book on the history of Jesus on the cross. Saint Sabastiar.
What te wants to accomplish is the art. I may leave this here for people to the Rape of the Sabines. various m:>-tt.
elimination of any funding for the Na- go through. You will find numerous ex- ological or actual events that occurred
tional Endowment for the Arts. But for amples of art I think a lot of us appre- Many of these would have been prohit
those who are interested in sending a ciate and that we would like to see ited under this amendment.
reasoned message to the Endowment more of, that we encourage and sup.
I think we all want to achieve ver~
about the kinds of activities we would port-but art that certainly would not much the same objective. The questio:
like to see supported and not sup. meet the standard invoked by the Sen- is merely how to get there. The way t<
ported. to ado~t this amendment would ator from North Carolina with this pro- achieve our objective of not having re
be a mistake. It goes far beyond send- •posed amendment.
volting paintings is by making sure tl::.
ing a signal about those Particular exSo we will, perhaps, not ha\•e much of people who make the grants are wel
amples that are highly offensive to a debate on this. Maybe this is the only chosen and have good judgment. In thi
people-and the Senator from North Senator who cares about this. But in regard I think Mrs. Alexander has dor.
Carolina. has identified several-and far our effort to deal with one problem it very well in her choice of panels and w
beyond. I think. what anyone of us here ·Seems to me we are going to be creat- ought to give her a real chance to sue
ought to be adopting as pa.rt of the law. ing a far greater one and doing damage ceed.
"Any a.cti\'ity?" It is not just perform- to an institution. in my view. that deOn a broader scale. I would like t
ance art in question here. it is paint- serves better support than it is getting point out that the arts activities ar
ing, it is music. There is religious with this proposal.
an economic bounty for our Natior
music. a.bout the horrors of martyrdom
I understand there are some Members worth many billions of dollars ever
in the history of various religions. that here who just would like to get rid of year. The arts fostered by the Nation.:
wou~d be potentially an excluded activthe Endowment altogether. I disagree Endowment encourage national an
ity.
with them. but at least I understand international tourism. attract ar.
So I urge my colleagues that. in an that. Tha.t is an argument. It is the· maintain business in our communitie:
effort to deal With this issue. we work point of view of those who believe there stimulate real estate de\·elopment. ar.
to be reasonable in our desire to dea.l is no rationale whatsoever to have Fed- contribute to the tax base.
with one set of problems. and not go eral funding to support the arts. It is a
Studies have shown that for ever
wny O'.'erboard. And. in my view. this legttimate point of \iew. I disagree dolla.r the endowment invests in tt
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arts. tt has created literally a tenfold lean artist or the last quarter-century ... was disturbing that the ~EA. which h&s made
return in jobs. services and contracts. co-organized by the Walker and the such enormous contributions to the eduSan Antonio. TX. Greenville. MS. Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden. cational and cultural Vitality of our state.
Institution. Washington. D.C. would be placed In jeopardy by a single
Oklahoma City, and Birmingham are Smithsonian
It will be seen in Madrid. Minneapolis. Los event.
among the cities whose impact studies Angeles. Washington. D.C .. New York City,
We urge you to support the Walker Art
have shown .the enormous economic and Zurich.
Center and the NEA. We encourage you :;o
c·ontribution of the arts.
This year. the Walker and the !\linneapolis call us with your questions. comments or
In fiscal ,years 1992 and 1993. Arts En- Sculpture Garden expect to serve nearly concerns.
Sincerely,
dowment grants of about Sl20 million 700.000 people through exhibitions. films. perKATH\" H.-\LBREICH.
each year drew matching grants of Sl.l formances. and educational programs. Each
Dirertor, Walker Art
to $1.4 billion. and an estimated 1.3 year the Walker brings more than 3.000 artists and scholars from across the globe to
Center.
million full-time jobs.
and perform in Minnesota. Over 40.000
LAWRE...,CE PERL.'.IAN.
Mr. President. the tiny proportion of work
school children 'll"isited the Walker last year.
President. Walker Art
the Federal budget set aside for sup- and the Walker's new programs for teens are
CenteT Board of Di·
porting arts and culture in our society seen as a national model.
·
rectors.
is one of the foremost examples of FedTomorrow the U.S. House of RepresentaTHOMAS !\I. CROSB\'. Jr ..
Cha1nnan, Walker Art
eral investment in the u.S ..economy. tives begins floor debate on FY 1995 appropriations for the National Endowment for
Center Board of DiE~ropean nations understand this fact.
rectors.
I think if we adopt this amendment we the Arts. ~linnesota's Walker Art Center has
a focus in this discussion.
~1r. WELLSTONE. In this letter-and
must realize that we encourage other become
As reported in this morning's Washington
nations to do the same: we will then Times. the Walker Art Center has come I will just simply summarize i~there
reio. overhaul the Sistine Chapel? :No. under scrutiny because of a single perform- are a couple of relevant sections about
Nor should portraits of Jesus on the ance In early !\.larch 1994. Unfortunately, what did and what did not happen at
crosS" be pro hi bi ted!
much of the media attention related to this the Walker Art Center. This pertains in
I hope that we will not vote that performance has been inaccurate and highly part to the amendment, but I intend to
sensationalized.
talk for a while about what happened
way.
Because of the high level of misinforma- in Minnesota. and about this a.rt center.
l\lr. WELLSTO:NE addressed the
tion. we wanted to make you aware of this which is a real treasure not just for
Chair.
situation which affects one of the nation's
The PRESID~G OFFICER. The Sen- most respected museums. The facts are people in Minnesota. but !or people
around the world.
ator from !\linnesota.
these:
I quote from this letter:
!\.1r. \\"ELLSTO~E. :'>Ir. President;
1. On March 5. an audience of no more than
first let me ask the Senator from 100 people viewed a performance by the Ron
Facts: On March 5. an audience of no more
Athey theater troupe. The performance. than 100 people Viewed a. performance by the
Rhode Island if he had concluded.
which also has been seen in other commu- Ron Athey Theater Troupe. The performMr. PELL. I had concluded.
?t1r. WELLSTONE. The Senator had nities such as Los Angeles and Chicago. dealt ance. which also has been seen in other comwith the difficult issues surrounding AIDS. munities such as Los Angeles a.nd Chicago.
concluded.
Such a performance is consistent with the dealt with difficult issues slllTounding AIDS.
Mr. President. I was listening with Walker Art Center's mission to examine the Such a. performance is consistent with the
great interest to the remarks of my issues that shape. inspire. and challenge ua Walker Art Center's mi881on to examine the
colleague from Connecticut. I have not as individuals. cultures. and communities. issues that shape, inspire a.nd challenge us as
even had a chance to look at this Tbis was a one-time performance. one of indivtdual cultures and communities. This
amendment very carefully, but. Mr. more than 400 events the Walker will present was a one-time performance. one of more
President. I come to the floor as a Sen- this year. Tbis season. the Walker wm than 400 events the Walker Will present this
present more than 150 performance events year. This season the Walker will prl'sl'nt
ator from l\Unnesota to talk a little bit ranging
than 150 performance events rangir.g
about the Walker Art Center. to try to mental. from the classical to the experi- more
Crom the classical to the experimental.
provide some information to my col2. Tbis performance drew on centuries-old
Just a couple of other facts:
leagues because I think it is extremely traditions from around the world and inThis performance drew on centuries-old
important for me to defend a very, very cluded a ceremony related to the African
tradition of scra.!ication which involved the traditions from around the world and inimportant institution.
cluded a ceremony related to the African
First. :'>1r. President. I am going to drawing of a small amount of blood.
3. Because of the nature of this perform- tradition or scarification which involved the
ask unanimous consent that a letter
the Walker toOk all appropriate pre- drawing or a. small amount or blood. Because
that I received from Kathy Halbreich, ance.
cautions as developed by the U.S. Centers for or the nature of this performance. the Walkwho is the director of the Walker Art Disease Control and provided to the Walker er took all appropriate precautions as develCenter: Tom Crosby, Jr.. chairman of by the Minnesota. AIDS Pro1ect. The Min- oped by the United States Centers for Disthe board of directors of the Walker nesota Department of Health baS publicly ease Control and provided to the Walker by
Art Center: and Lawrence Perlman. concurred that appropriate precautions were the Minnesota AIDS project. The Minnesota
president of the board of directors of taken. We confirmed this position qain Department of Health has publicly concurred
that appropriate precautions were taken. We
the Walker Art Center. be printed in today in conversations with the Department confirmed
this aga.in today in conversations
of Health.
the RECORD.
4. Some media reports suggest that with the Department of Health.
There being no objection. the letter ··many'"
members of the audience "fled.""
Just another fact:
was ordered to be printed in the This is not accurate. While approximately 10
Approximately SlSO of the Sl04.500 National
RECORD. as follows:
of the 100 audience members left during the
WALKER ART CE...,TER.
.\linneapolis . •\f.\". June 21. 199./.

Hon. P.\t'L \\"ELLSTO~E.
ll"ashington. DC.

I

DEAR SE.'i.-\TOR WE:LLSTO~E:: The Walker
Art Center is one of the nation's most esteemed museums of modern and contemporary art. Its programs in the visual. performing. and media arts are uniquely international. multidisciplinary. and diverse.
Since 1879. the Walker has supported innova::i\•e artists ranging from painter Pablo Piu1.sso to choreographer !\lerce Cunningham
to film director Clint ~twood. Several
\\'alker-organized exhibitions are now tour::-.~ worldwide.
~lost recently, a retrospective of works by
a;ust Bruce :-;auman. who was called by Art
'.:i Amenca "tr.e best.-the essential-Amer-

performance. Wl' have personally heard from
numerous members of the audience who said
that they found the performance ••affirming." ··mo\ing ... and ··enlightening.'" In fact.
to our knowledge this entire situation was
generated by a single complaint.
5. Approximately Sl50 of a Sl04.500 National
E::dowment for the Arts grant to the Walker
Art Center for its seasonal programming was
used to fund this performance.
The Walker Art Center is one of the most
prestigious institutions in the countrY and
has earned an international reputation. The
NEA has played a crucial role in helping the
Walker Art Center provide these services to
Minnesota. Indeed. after New York and California. Minnesota arts and cultural organizations. both large and small. receive the largest amount of NEA funding. It is extremely

Endowment for the Arts grant to the Walker
Center for its seasonal program were used to
fund this performance.

Out of a total grant. Mr. President.
of $104.500. $150 was used.
Some facts about the Walker. because I fear my colleague sometimes
may decontexturalize-focusing on one
example-from what the Walker Art
Center is all about. and for that matter
what the arts and humanities is all
about.
The Walker is a uniquely multidisciplinary, diverse. and international museum
with programs In \'tsual programming and
media. arts that reach nearly 700.000 \iSitors
each year. Several Walker-organized exhibitions currently are touring worldwide. In ad-
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dition. during an 18-month period Walker exhibitions wtll be seen in New York at the
Whitney Museum of American Art, the
Zumwalt-Guggenheim Museum. and the Museum of Modern Art. Ea.ch year over 3.000
artists. scholua and critics from around the
world Visit the Walker to share their eJtPerience and work with a wide variety of audiences. young and old.
These facts do not come out: last year approximately 40.000 school children toured the
Walker. Ea.ell summer the Walker sponsors a
summer institute for elementary and secondary schoolteachers. helpii:g them prepare for
an Interdiscipllnary approach to incorporate
the arts in their curriculum.
And the Walker. !\1r. President. has
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a.nd in this country. I am interested in trance to the House. one of the grea
making sure tha.t my colleagues under- treasures or the Capitol.
stand tha.t in anger a.bout one pa.rticuThese doors. designed by Thoma
la.r production-which ma.nY of us may Crawford, are composed of bronze par.
not like or some of us ma.y say is con- els. Two of those panels-the massac:
troversial but is part of what has to be at Wyoming, PA. a rather brutal po:done by way of genera.ting discussion trayal of what happened in Wyomin~
and thought-that is not the point. The PA. on July 3, 1778: and the Battle c
point is this: let us not pa.ss amend- Lexington on April 19. 1775-are ir:
ments which a.re way off the mark a.nd eluded as panels of the Crawford bror::
let us not react in such a way that we doors. Again. bodily mutilation ar.
undercut the very importance of the invasive procedures. the drawing or le:
arts community.
ting of blood.
I would also say that as r see what
I think I understand what our co:
Jane Alexander is now doing-institut- league from North Carolina is drivir.
reached out in all sorts of wonderfUl ing reforms to increase accountability at with his amend.'Ilent when he talk
ways to young people and communities at the Endowment-I think it would be about some of the more egregious ex
a huge mistake for us to rush forward amples. But in an effort tc deal wit
of color in my State of ~innesota.
These are the facts about the Walker in the Chamber of the Senate and pass those, the language encompasses mor
that
are counter- you can very quickly become ensnare
Art Center. but as Frank Rich said in amendments
his New York Times editorial or June productive, pass amendments tha.t go by your own words.
I think I understand what our co:
26. 1994. "Why let the facts stand in the against the very grain of what arts and
community in our country are about.
league from North Carolina is dri,ri::.
way of a cause?"
Mr. President. let me be crystal at with his amendment when he talk.
I do not know what the cause is. but
if the cause is to essentially go a.fter clear. I do not want to let a.ny Sen- a.bout some of the more egregious ex
the National Endowment for the Arts, a.tor-whether I agree or disagree with amples. But in an effort to deal wit:to go a.fter the arts community and the tha.t Senator on some of the specifics those. the language encompasses mor'
enormous enriching contributions tha.t about this particular production-I do and you can very quickly become er..
by your own words.
that community makes to our commu- not want to let any Sena.tor snared
So I a.gain urge my colleagues to re:i..
nities in Minnesota a.nd South Dakota. decontexturalize-and that is the right this amendment and consider the clea
urban and rural, white and African- word-what the Walker Art Center implications of what this amendmer:.
American and Native American a.nd does in my State or Minnesota. in our would provoke. As I said. again it re
Southeast Asian and His'P&llic. I think country and our world. I wa.nt Senators moves all funds to any activity or wor we would be making a. terrible mistake. to understand the whole ra.nge of con- involving
human mutilation
c
Mr. President, aa many h&ve s&id. a. tributions of this institution. I wa.nt invasive bodily procedures on huma.;
child who picks up a. pa.intbrush, a pen, my collea.gues to understa.nd the full beings, dea.d or alive, with the drawir.
or cla.rinetr-and these will be words importance of what people at tile Cen- or letting of blood. Clearly, there a.r
dear to my colleague from Connecticut ter have done and continue to do, a.nd some examples where people woul
who cares so much about children-will I want my colleagues to understand the think th&t standard would apply. I ar
be less likely to pick up a gun or a. nee- full importance of the arts to the com- sure most Members. a.a I said a whi:
dle. A child who picks up a pa.intbrush, munity.
a.go, can think of wonderful example
a pen or clarinet Will be less likely to
I Yield the floor.
of some or the great art of the war!
pick up a gun or a needle.
Mr. DODD addressed the Chair.
tha.t would have been denied support c
Before there was a National EndowThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- fUnding if that language had been ai
ment for the Arts. President KENNEDY a.tor from Connecticut.
plicable a.t the time those masterpiece
in a speech at Amherst College in 1963
Mr. DODD. Mr. President. briefly, let· were created.
said the following:
me commend my colleague from MinOthers may find this to be harmles:
I look forward to an America which will re- nesota for his fine statement.
I do not at all. I think this amendmer.
ward achievement in the arts as we reward
Just a.gain going through some of the is anything but harmless.
achievement in buaineas or statecraft. I look a.rt here in the Capitol that in my View
I hope a.t some point people will sta:
forward to an America which wm steadily would be precluded from ever receiving ha.ving a sense or proportion when :
raise the standards of &rtistic accomplishment and which wtll steadily enlarge cul- a.ny fUnding from the Na.tion8.l Endow- comes to the National Endowment fc
tural opportunity !or all or our citizens. And ment for the Arts if the Helms a.mend- the Arts. It is like any other agenc:
I look forward to an America. which com- ment were to be adopted-the wonder- When it does something wrong, :
mands respect throughout the world not only fUl painting painted by one of the grea.t ought to be criticized. And people ca
for its strength but for its civillza.tion aa Western a.rtists in this country, Seth think or ways in which to express the.
well.
Eastman, called Death Whoop. Mr. Criticism. But this goes way overboar
:Mr. President. I have to tell you that President, I do not ha.ve charts. tables in my View. This goes far too far in tr:
whether it be this particular amend- or graphs. but here is a. picture or a. na- ing to deal with the problem. This kir
ment or whether it be efforts to cut tive American with a bow and arrow in of language would do irreparable dar.into this budget.--cuts I really believe one hand. a. knife in the other. a.nd a. a.ge to the Endowment.
Will end up with too broad a stroke of scalp of a Western pioneer who fa.ced
So despite what my colleagues ma
the bru.sh. really being counter- that horrible death.
feel about later amendments that ma
productive and denying so many of our
I! I read the Helms amendment cor- come from other Members of this bod:
citizens what is so enriching about the rectly, which says "any activity"- this amendment ought not to be adop
arts-I ha.ve to be clea.r about what did painting-"where human mutilation or ed. Mr. President.
happen and wha.t did not happen in my invasive bodily procedures on human
I Yield the floor.
State of Minnesota.
beings dead or a.live; or the drawing or
Mr. HELMS addressed the Chair.
Most important or all. I a.m not here letting Of blood"-certainlY sca.lpingThe PRESIDlliG OFFICER. The Se:
to debate the work of Mr. Athey. I am it is clear by this sta.nd.ard. Mr. Prest- a.tor from North Carolina. not even interested in the deba.te a.bout dent, if this amendment were applicaMr. HELMS. Mr. PresideIIt, sever~
the merits of his work. What I am in- ble and Seth Eastman had sought some times during his discussion the Senate
terested in. :Mr. President, is ma.king fUnding from the National Endowment from Connecticut has speculated a.boL
sure that my colleagues understand the for the Arts. that painting would not What I am driving at. There is no que.
Walker Art Center. that my colleagues hang as it does today in the Longworth tion a.bout what I am driving at. TI
understand the enormous importance House Office Building. Nor would the question is, when did he drive over tt
of the arts in my State of Minnesota magnificent bronze doors on the en- cliff in his assessment of what th
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amendment does? He says "Read the age in particular and the Star Tribune's cov- Center in Minneapolis. That event and subseamendment." Let us do that. I take the erage of that event in· general. I object to quent repons about it have generated consenator from Connecticut at his word. your characterization of my work and the Siderable debate here in the Twin Cities. inLet us read it because he apparently paper's coverage. In fact. you have misread cluding letters to the editor of this newsthe article. It does not say that "blood was paper expressing both appreciation for and
has not read it.
dripping from towels." as you claim. See en- revulsion at Mr. Athey•s activities and the
It says.
closed copy of article.
Walker's presentation of them.
Notwithstandini;r any other provision of
Nor was the article "erroneously reported"
In a letter of 15 June 1994 to members of
law. none of the funds made available under or a "false report" as you assert. Walker Art Congress. you take issue with my repcrta~e
this act to the National Endowment for the officials have privately expressed dismay in particular and the Star Tribune's cov·
Arts may be used by the Endowment. or by about the way in which Mr. Athey's perform- erage of that event in general. I object to
any other recipient of such funds. to suppcrt. ance was described in the article and de- your characterization of my work and the
reward or award financial assistance to any plored the response of individuals who ob- paper's coverage. In fact, you have misread
activity or work involvingjected to the performance. But they do not the article. It does not say that "blood was
deny that Mr. Athey cut an abstract design dripping from towels." as you claim. See enAnd this is what he did on stage.
the flesh of another man. blotted the closed copy of the article.
human mutilation or invasive bodily proce- into
man's blood on paper towels. attached the
was the article "erroneously reponed··
dures on human beings, dead or alive; or the towels to a revolving clothesline and sus- orNor
a "false report" as you assert. Walker Art
drawing or letting of blood.
pended the blood-stained towels over the au- Center officials have privately expressed disThe Senator from Connecticut is dience.
may about the way in which Mr. Athey's perNor do they dispute the fact that Mr. formance was described in the article and de·
going far afield. He brought the crucifixion of Christ into it. Let me tell Athey, who is HIV-positive. pierced his arm plored the response or individuals who obyou something. If this amendment with hypodermic needles and drew blood jected to the performance. But they do not
he and his assistants pierced his scalp deny that Mr. Athey cut an abstract desii;;n
would have stopped the crucifixion of when
with acupuncture needles."
into the flesh or another man. blotted the
Jesus Christ. I would say let us vote for
man's blood on pa.per towels. attached the
Further down. she continues.
it twice. It is the same argument that
towels to a revolving clothesline and susIn
the
end.
Walker
Art
Center
must
defend
you hear every time anybody suggests
pended the blood-stained towels over the au·
its
decision
to
stage
a
performance
involving
doing something to bring reason to the
dience.
blood-letting and mutilation-or ·rt~
Nor do they dispute the fact· that ~tr.
distribution of fUnds by the National human
ual scarification' and "erotic torture:· aa Athey, who is HIV-positive. pierced his arm
ndowment for the Arts.
the institution describes it. The NEA must
I have said many times on this floor. defend its decision to endorse that program. with hypodermic needies and drew blood
when he and assistants pierced his scalp with
oday and preViously, that Jane AlexMr. President. the point is that if we acupuncture needles. ·'The head thing actuander is a fine lady. I think her inten- do not do something to indicate to the ally did bleed. the arm did not." said John
ions a.re good. But she has been over- NEA that we are not going to put up Klllacky, the Walker's curator of performing
whelmed. She has been overwhelmed.
with this sort of thing, it is going to go arts who booked Mr. Athey and staged the
Then the Senator from Minnesota on and on and on. You will have the event.
Like you and Walker director Kathy
was talking about how much he knows kind of inane Senate debate tha.t you
about the performance that went on in had this afternoon about the crucifix- Halbreich. I did not attend this event. In the
Minneapolis. However, the Minnesota ion of Jesus. Custer's Last Stand. and course of reporting on it. however. I ha..:e
conducted extensive interviews with five inDepartment of Health said.
dividuals who witnessed Mr. Athey's per·
so forth.
We were contacted after the fact. Had we
I want to go through that catalog rormance.
been called in prior to the performance to that the Senator from Connecticut reThey all agree that these things occurred.
evaluate the methods and procedure. we
They differ only in what they thought of the
ferred
to
earlier
and
have
him
show
me
would not have been in a pcsit1on to endorse
activities and how they and others responded
the performance. The bottam line is that you which one got a. grant. from the Na- to them.
did have towels With blood on them. and ap... tional Endowment for the Arts. Not
I am disturbed that you now. in the U.S.
plying public health guidelines. you would one of them. I'll bet. He raises all sorts Congress. charge the Star Tribune with "er·
not use items like that aa props in a thea~ of specters. and you will hear more of roneous reportage" and disseminating "false
rical performance. If for some reason a towel them. I see another good Senator from reports." If there are errors in our accounts.
fell. or something went wrong, it could be the Republican side. who always takes please notify Mr. Lou ~lfand. the Star
troublesome.
ombudsman who will investigate
the position tha.t we must not inter- Tribune's
the charges.
You bet it would be.
pose the judgment of the U.S. Senate
I am also disturbed that you imply that
Mr. President. we have this kind of into the expenditures of the National the
only letters received by this newspaper
reaction every time an amendment Endowment for the Arts. Well. if we were those objecting to alleged "inaccurate
comes up suggesting some reason be are not supposed to do that. what are coverage" and "trivialization." The paper reapplied to the distribution of NEA we supposed to do?
ceived and· published a wtde variety of refunds. They say, "Oh. well. there 3.fe
That is the point of this amendment. sponses to the event. some expressing the
just a few of them."
Senators can vote for it or against it. I views you indicate, and others critical of the
How many cockroaches a.re too am amazed that time a.fter time. this event and its presentation by the Walker.
As you note in another context. "These
many, a.s I said. in a bowl of soup? The sort of thing happens. with all of the
are taxpa.yers too."
thing about getting rid of the cock- frivolous arguments that a.re made people
On 3 June 1994 you met for about an hour
roaches is to not put up With the cock- against an amendment designed-and With members Of the Star Tribune's editorial
roaches in the first place.
designed correctly, I might add and in- board and others here in Minneapolis. I was
Instead of holding the NEA account- sist-to do something about a situation at that meeting. At no point in the discussion was Mr. Athey's performance even menable. the newspapers around the coun- that needs attention.
try have been attacking the ladyI ask unanimous consent that the en- tioned. If you were concerned about erroMary Abbe-who wrote the original tire letter be printed in the RECORD at neous reportage and false reports. surely
that would have been an appropriate time to
story about Ron Athay•s performance. this point.
discuss them.
She protested to the Chairman of the
There being no objection. the letter
In your letter to Cong'l"ess you note that
National Endowment for the Arts. Ms. was ordered to be printed in the you have devoted the first year of your
Alexander. I think it is worthwhile for RECORD. as follows:
chairmanship to "turning around the reputaher side of the story to be put in the
STAR TRIBL'XE,
tion of the NEA by engaging people all over
RECORD. I am not going to read it all,
the country in a dialogue about- all of the
Mi1111eapolis-St. Paul .•'>IN. June 21. 1994.
Chairman JANE ALEXANDER.
very good projects" the agency · !l!UPPortS.
but I am going to read part of it.
Mary Abbe. who is an art critic and Offace of the Chairman. National Endowment Then you say it was in tha.t context that you
for the Arts. The .\'ancy Hanks Center, gave them "the facts regarding the performart news reporter for the Star Tribune
Washington, DC.
ance at the Walker Art Center."
of Minneapolis-St. Paul. wrote the folDEAR CHAIRMAN ALEXASDER: In an article
You did not give them the facts.
lowing in a letter to NEA Chairman Al- published 24 March 1994 in the Minneapolis
In my capacity as the Star Tribune's art
exander:
Star Tribune. I reported public complaints critic and art news reporter for the past dee·
In a letter of 15 June 1994 to the members about a performance by Los Angeles anist ade. I have previously written commentaries
of Congress. you take issue with my report- Ron Athey that was staged by Walker Art in suppcrt of the National Endowment for
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the Arts. I expect to have occasion to do so partment of Public Health who specu- Los Angeles performer Ron Athey made ::
a.gain in future because. like you. I recognize lated that had they known in advance incisions into the scarred back of a coll~e
that the NEA has made-and doubtless will of this performance, they might have and suspended blood-stained paper towe'~
continue to make-important contributions
over the audience on clotheslines.
to the cultural and artistic life of the United adVised the Walker not to go forward.
The event became fodder for radio ra1;,:
or
this
particular
person
might
not
shows and the subject of newspaper ed.:·
States.
have.
The organization·s good work. however.
torials and articles across the countr; ..!.
Again. one more time. for the Boston Globe columnist said it was a::
- does not exempt it from criticism when its
grant money is used in support of events Record. I refer to the letter I have al- .. abomination" and called for the ~EA tot~
that some find objectionable. Nor does what ready included in the RECORD. The shut down. The Los Angeles Times. howeve;
you call Walker Art Center's "overwhelming Walker Art Center took all appropriate dismissed it as a "minor scandal·· ::.!:2:
support" exempt its activities from public precautions a.s developed by the U.S. · should not imperil the NEA's existence.~:
week. Newsweek described Alexander a.:
discussion.
In a. SO<:tety founded. as ours is. on free Centers ·for Disease Control and pro- ··clearly shaken by the agency's !:agilit;- :::
Vided
to
the
Walker
Center
and
the
the face of the Athey tempest.··
speech and open public debate. the activities
of your agency, Walker Art Center and this Minnesota AIDS project. And what I
Alexander and the Walker haYe defe::te:
newspaper a.re all open to discussion. That have here in my document is that the the performance. but Congress hasn't bee::
discussion is not furthered by pointing fin- Minnesota Department of Health-I do mollified. In June, the House voted a 2 pe;.
gers at the press and lodging false charges of not think this individual in the story cent cut in the NEA's proposed Sl70.2 mill:c::
inaccuracy.
was speaking for the whole Department budget. This week, the Senate is expeocted : :
ID the end. Walker Art Center must defend of Health-concurred that appropriate vote on a propeslid 5 percent cut ta:-::cted a:
specific programs that previously hav
its decision to stage a performance involving precautions were taken.
caused trouble for the agency.
human blood-letting and mutilation-or
Mr.
President.
one
more
time.
I
am
The Walker incident took a twist la.st wee::
··ritual scarification'" and "erotic torture"
not
even
arguing
the
merit
of
this
parwhen the Minnesota Health Department sa::.
as the institution describes it. The NEA
must defecd its decision to endorse that pro- ticular performance. I wanted to make it would not have sanctioned the Athey pe:-it crystal clea.r that this performance !ormance iC it had been notified that the pi::gram.
Your attempts to blame the press for criti- is a part of a. much larger program that Uc would be exposed to blood-stained towe!s
cisms of your agency merely trivialize the the Walker offers, and I wanted to talk When the Star Tribune first reported t!:e
in March. health officials said it d::
issues and obscure t.he facts.
about the importance of the Walker event
not appear that audience members were e::Cordially.
Art Center and the importance of the dangered. The Health Department's assessMARY ABBE.
arts to the community, and I wanted to ment was cited by NEA defenders during :!:.e
Art CTitic'Art News Reporter.
talk about the unique importance of June debate in the House. Ale:u.nder also l:.as
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. I will take the arts to young people. I wanted to written to Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Ya.. wl:::
a minute.
make sure that in responding to a per- chairs the appropriations committee tha:
Might I ask the Senators if we could formance tha.t ma.ny may not like. proposed the S percent budget cut. lnsisti:::;;:
agree to. say, 10 minutes remaining on ma.ny may tlnd repulsi ve-a.nd ea.ch and that the Walker had !ollowec:t proper heal::.
this amendment. a.nd go to another every Senator can have their own and safety precautions.
ID the Twin Cities Ree.der last week. ho.,..·
amendment? The vote on this amend- View-that we do not sla.sh budgets and
Buddy Ferguson. public information c~
ment will not occur until after the vote go overboard. and undercut the impor- ever.
ncer for the Health Department, said. "ha:.
on the amendment which was pre- tance of the a.rts.
we been called in prior to the performance
Viously ordered. and that will occur at
I want to be clear about what the and evaluated the methods and procedures
3:30. Then there will be a vote on or in RECORD shows in regard to what haP- [for handling blood], we would not have bee::.
relation to this amendment.
pened in Minnesota.. I ask unanimous in a position to endorse the performance."
"Tbe bottom Une is that you did have towCould we close debate on this one so consent tha.t the Sta.r Tribune article
els with blood on them." Ferguson told tl:e
we can get on With another amend- be printed in the·REcORD.
Reader. "And applying public health guice. ment?
There being no objection. the article
you would not uae items like that a:;
Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I was ordered to be printed in the Unes.
props in a theatrical performance. If !o:
say to the Senator that I probably only RECORD. a.a follows:
some reason a towel fell. or something we:::
need 2 minutes to respond. I am not
wrong, it could be troublesome."
[From the Minneapolis Star Tribune. July
even here so much to debate the
The NEA apparently hopes that today:;
25. 1994)
amendment. I want to talk about what WALKER SURVIVES DISPtlTE, REMAINS ON NEA grant announcements will distract Congnss
happened in Minnesota.
attention !rom such details.
GRANT LIST
Other Minnesota organizations and ir.C.:I will be pleased to have just 2 min(By Mary Abbe>
viduals getting NEA money include: Mi::.·
utes.
Tbe National Endowment ror the Arts nesota Public Radio ($30.000). Jerome Fou::·
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President. I do not today announced s:n.s million in grants to dation ($45,000). the Minnesota Orchestra.
intend to say anything further. The organizations nationwide-with sao.ooo going Association ($46,000), Tbeatre de la Jeu::~
to Walker Art Center out or Minnesota's Lune ($47.500), Children's Theater Company
amendment speaks for itself.
take or nearly Sl.S m1llion.
and School ($45,000), Mixed Blood Theat:<
The federal agency made clear in its an- Company ($50.000), filmmaker Garret C. WE
UN ANThiOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT nouncement that the grants were intended. Ha.ms <S3S.000) and the Loft ($36.500).
in part. to remind the publio-a.nd especially
Grants ranging between SS.000 and $2Jl.OO:
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. I ask unan- COngresa-tbat the vast majority or its acimous consent that further debate on tivities are not controversial. Agency Chair- also went to: Minnesota Compcsers Foru::-:
Theatre Company, Illusion Thea
this amendment not exceed 5 minutes woman Jane Alexander said that granta ror Penumbra
ter and School, Jungle Tbea.ter. Playwrights
and tha.t when the Senator from Min- arts education, public television. community Center, Cricket Theatre Corp .• Heart of tl:E
nesota. completes his statement, the museums, theaters and "underserved" rural Beast Theatre, Adapttons <theater>. Red Er<
Senator from Vermont [Mr. JEFFORDS] and urban areas represented the NEA's real Collaboration. American Public Radio, IDterbe recognized to ca.11 up an amendment. work. They are the kind or grants that media Arts or Minnesota, the St. Franc1=
make headlines and are all-too-often Music Center in Little Falls and Angeia L
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there "don't
overlooked in the debate over federal fund- Bies or Morris.
·
objection?
ing t>! the arts," she said in a statement.
Without objection. it is so ordered.
Mr. NICKLES addressed the Chair.
Minnesota organizations received Sl.476.300
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen·
Mr. WELLSTONE. I thank the Sen- in awards. including $475.000 in two grants to
ator from West Virginia.
Twin Cities Public TeleVision, S250.000 to the a.tor from Oklahoma is recognized.
Mr. President. Just for the record. I Guthrie Theater Foundation and Sl.22.900 to
Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President. to mod·
actually will have the article that the Arts Midwest. a regional agency. The Min- ifY the chairman's request, I.ask unaniSenator from North Carolina referred nesota State Arts Board received SS0.200 and mous consent to speak on this amendWalker Art Center's film and Video de- ment for 3 minutes.
to in the Star Tribune. and I will need the
pa.nment got two grants totaling sao.ooo.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withou:
to look at it to get the run context.
The NEA baa been struggling since March
But my understanding of that article, to quell a na.tional furor that erupted after objection. it is so ordered.
one more time, is that this was a.n the Walker used Sl50 of NEA money for a.
Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President. I risl
interview with somebody from the De- bodlo·-piercing and bondage event in which in support of my colleague ·s amer.d
0
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In the end. Walker Art Center must defend
rn~nt. I echo some of the concerns he plored the response of individuals who. ob11as about some of the misinterpreta- jected to the performance. But they do not Its decision to stage a performance involving
tions of th~ reading of the amendment. deny that Mr. Athey cut an abstract design human blood·lettinir and mutilation· ~r
I have read it two or three times. and into the flesh of another man. blotted the '"ritual scarification" and "erotic to~.;re"
man·s blood on palJer towels. attached the as the institution describes it. The NE.A
r think it is pretty plain.
towels to a revolvi:ag clothesline and sus- must defend its decision to endorse that pror think the Senator from North Caro- pended the blood-stained towels over the au- gram.
lina is basically saying he wants to dience.
. Your attempts to blame the press for critistoP the type of art that he has exhibNor do they dispute the fact that Mr. cisms of your agency merely trivialize the
ited on the floor. that has been referred Athey, who is HIV-positive. pierced his arm issues and obscure the fac:ts.
Cordially,
to. and that has been very offensive. With hypodermic needles and drew blood
MARY ABBE.
We are not talking about historic art when he and assistants pierced his scalp with
Art Critic:Art News Reporter.
or battlefields: we are talking about acupuncture needles. '"The head thing actually did bleed. the arm did not." said John
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President. I rise in
people mutilating their bodies and call- Killacky, the Walker's curator of performing
ing that art. I might include in the arts who booked Mr. Athey and staged the detense of the National Endowment for
the Arts and its chairperson. Jane AlRECORD a copy of the letter that was e\•ent.
written by the reporter from the MinLike you and Walker director Kathy exander.
Though I feel that some discretion
neapolis newspaper. the Star Tribune. Halbreich. I did not attend this event. In the
a letter dated June 21. 1994. It is writ- course of rel>Orting on it. however. I have must be used in the grant awards procten to Chairman Jane Alexander and conducted extensive interviews with five in- ess. I do not support the funding cuts
also copied to Senator BYRD and my- dividuals who witnessed ~.tr. Athey's per- for the NEA as reported out •lf the
formance.
self. I will read three of the last paraThey all agree that ·these things occurred. Committee on Appropriations. The pergraphs.
They differ only in what they thought of the formance to which many ha\'e objected.
The organi.zation·s good worksacti\."ities and how they and others responded by performance artist Ron Athey at
the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis.
to them.
Talkir.g about the NEAI am disturbed that you now. in the U.S. MN. was not directly funded by the
however. does not exempt it from criticism Ccnl!TI!ss. charge the Star Tribune with "erwhen its grant money is used in support of roneous reportage" a:ad disseminating "false NEA. Only $150 of ~E..-\ money awarded
e\."ents that some find objectionable. Nor reports." I! there are errors in our accounts. to the center before ~Is. Alexander was
does what you call Walker Art Center's please notify Mr. Lou Gelfand. the Star confirmed as NEA chair was used for
··overwhelming su11port" exempt its activi- Tribune's ombudsman who will investigate the performance in question.
ties from public discussion.
Further. the NEA. under the leaderthe charges.
In a society founded. as ours is. on free
I am also disturbed that you imply that ship of Chairperson Alexander. is in the
speech and open public debate. the activities the only letters received by this newspaper process of reforming its procedures so
of your agency, the Walker Art Center, and were those objecting to alleged '"inaccurate that institutions and individuals rethis newspaper. are all OlJen to discussion. coverage" and "trivialization." The paper reThat discussion is not furthered by l>Ointing ceived and published a wide variety of re- ce1Ving grants are held accountable for
fingers at the press and lodging false charges sponses to the eve:at. some elqlr888ing the the appropriate use of nA funds. It is
o! tna.ccuracy.
Views you indicated. and others critical of just not responsible governance to cut
In the end. Walker Art Center must defend the event and its presentation by the Walk- the NEA's funding at a time when it is
its decision to stage a performance tnvolVing er.
already acting to respond to the conhuman bloodletting and mutilation-or "ritAs you note in another context. "These cerns of those who question the artistic
ual scarificatio:a" and "erotic torture." as people are tax payers too."
merits of some grant recipients.
the institut.1on describes it. The NEA must
On 3 June 1994 you met for about an hour
Federal investment in the arts
defend ita deciaio:a to endorse that program. wt th members of the Star Tribune's editorial
Your attempt.a to blame the press for criti- board and others here i:a Min:aeal>OliS. I waa through the auspices of the NEA is incisms of your agency merely trivialize the at that meet.1:ag. At na point in the discua- valuable to our Nation. A national inissues and obscure the !acts.
sion was Mr. Athey's performance even men- stitution such as the NEA is critical to
I ask unanimous consent tha.t the en- tioned. If you were concer:aed about erro- encourage artistic development. I have
neous reportage and false reports, surely always believed that every penny spent
tire letter be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection. the letter that would have been an appro11riate time to on the arts enriches our lives immeasthem.
urably.
was ordered to be printed in the discuss
In your letter to Congress you note that
Mr. President. I have every conRECORD. as follows:
you have devoted the first year of your fidence in Chairperson Alexander's
STAR TRIBUNE •.
chairmanship to "turning around the reputa·
Minneapolis-St. Paul. June 21. 1994.
tion of the NEA by engaging peo11le all over ability to lead the ~EA in fostering
Chainr.an JANE ALEXANDER.
the country in a dialogue about all of the and promoting artistic and cultural exOffice of the Chairman, Sational Endowment very good projects" the agency supl>Orta. cellence. Let us not undercut her effor the Am.
Then you say it waa in the context that you forts. Let us instead allow her the latiThe Nancy Hanks Center, Washington. DC.
gave them "the facts regardiDg the perform- tude she needs in order to carry out her
DEAR CH.\IR.'dAN ALEXANDER: In an article ance at the Walker Art Center."
mission.
published 24 March 1994 in the Minneapolis
You did not give them the facts.
Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. Mr. PresiStar Tribu:ae. I reported public complaints
In my capacity aa the Star Tribune's art
about a performance by Los Angeles artist critic and art news reporter for the past dec- dent. art. its performance and appreRon Athey tha.t waa staged by Walker Art ade. I have -preViously written commentaries ciation, can change a life. It certainly
Center in Minneapolis. That event and subse- in support of the National Endowment for can ma.ke your day. There is nothing
quent reports about it have generated con- the Arts. I expect to have occasion to do so like going to the museum or a concert.
siderable debate here in the Twin Cities. in- again in future because. like you. I recognize All of your worries melt right away.
cluding letters to the editor of this news- that the NEA has made-and doubtless will The music immediately calms you
paper exiressing both appreciation for and continue to make-Important contributions down. Walking through a. room filled
revulsion at Mr. Athey's act1Vities and the to the cultural and artistic life of the United with beautiful paintings soothes your
Walker's presentation of them.
States.
In a letter of 15 June 1994 to members of
The organization's good work. however. soul. And a theater performance takes
Congress. you take issue with my reportage does not exempt it from criticism when its you to another world.
Art is the emancipator of the spirit.
in particular and the Star Tribune's cov- grant money is used in support of events
erage of that event in general. I object to that some find objectionable. Nor does what It is the way that we propagate our
;·our characterization of my work and the you call Walker Art Center's '"overwhelming culture from generation to generation.
paper's coverage. In fact. you have misread support" exempt its act1Vities from public It reflects the development of our civthe n.rticle. It does not say that "blood was discussion.
ilization. while anchoring ris in the
<.!ripping from towels." as you claim. See enIn a society founded. as ours is. on free beauty and wisdom of the past.· It is as
dosed copy of the article;
speech and open public debate. the actiVities essential to our well being as a ·people
Nor was the article "erroneously reported" of your agency, Walker Art Center and this
:)r a "false report" as you a.Ssert. Walker Art newspaper are all open to discussion. That as it is to our personal enjoyment. It
Cer.ter officials have privately e:qiressed clls- discussion is not !urt.llered by pointing fin- educates; it expands our horizons: it
'.':'.ay about the way in which Mr. Athey's J)er- gers at the press and lodging false charges of enhances us as individuals and as a
:'rJMnance was described !n the article and de- inaccuracy.
com.111uni ty.
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Here in \Vashington. we can w3.Ik their own-at a time in their lives down barriers. Chicagoans who mi~
right over to the Smithsonian and the when they had just lost their home, never wander into a Latino neighb
Kennedy Center, and have a.ccess to their family, and their self-confidence. hood were introduced to Latino cult~
world class exhibitions. the best Amer- Now the kids are painting every room and mingle with city residents tt.
ican art in the country. and musicians in the shelter. and when they've paint- might not otherwise approach.
from all over the world. Many other ed every room. they'll paint over the
Mr. President. the rich Will alw~
major metropolitan areas also attract existing murals and start again. These have access to art. They can get or
the best r..ames and exhibitions, giving youngsters are proud again. They have plane to Rome and see Michelangel
their !'esidents access to the world's ar- found a voice to express their hurt and Sistine Chapel. The not-so-rich in ·:
tistic treasures.
frustration. And they feel at home.
cities will also always have access
But not everybody lives in a big city,
Why is the NEA money so important? art. Pri\"a.te donations and ticket sa:
Mr. President. And because of the Na- The Quad City Arts uses it to raise pri- maintain fine art museums. orchestr:
tional Endowment for the Arts, Ameri- vate money through matching grants. and theaters in major metropoii:
cans do not have to live in big cities to The NEA lends credibility to art insti- areas all over the country. But :
ha\'e access to art. because the NEA tutions when they ask private founda- NEA reaches further. It gives srr.:
brings art and artists to small commu- tions and corporations for funding. The rural communities access: it gives c!'.
nities. It brings performances to places NEA dollars multiply money for the dren access: it gives disadvantai'
not on cl:e international circuit. And arts exponentially.
communities access. It introduces ::
these ?'=~:ormances and exhibitions
I also want to talk about the migrants to the arts of all of the c:
touch p;:ople who would othe1·wise Krannert Center in Urbana. in east- tures that make up this country. a.
often r.a·:e no access.
central Illinois. The Krannert Center is makes them feel at home at a cul t'4:
The ~EA brings art to children affiliated with the College of Fine and event of their native land. Art bn::-.
through countless program in schools Applied Arts at the University of Illi- people together a.cross cultures. rac;
across Illinois. at a time when school nois. Urbana is 2112 hours south of Chi- and politics. It fosters communicati
budge~s are cutting art programs to
cago, 2 hours west of the Indianapolis, and understanding between corr-'":".
sa\·e money. It brinss art to disadvan- and 3 hours northeast of St. Louis. nities. In short. the NEA is an exa.r:'l;
taged corr.munities--to people who live Communities around Urbana average of a Government agency making- an :.:
in Chicago. one of the centers of art in 3,300 people. Every one in the region is portant difference in the lives of :;;e
the United States. but who have never underserved by virtue of the size or the ple. I support it, its leadership, and ~
set foot !n the great art institutions on communities and their location within of its good work.
Michigan Avenue.
Mr. BINGAMA...~. Mr. President. Ir:
the State. The Krannert Center proI wa.nt to take a few minutes to tell vides access.
today to address the issue of fundi:
you about how the NEA contributes to
The NEA helps fund the Sunday for the National Endowment for t:
countless communities in Illinois.
salon series, which presents emerging Arts. In the past several weeks. the
The NEA grants money to the Quad artists and ensembles. who are na- has been a great deal of discussL
City Arts, for example, for their Visit- tional and international competition a.bout that funding, a.nd the uses
ing artist series. The Quad Cities is winners. The audience is given the op- that funding. Once a.gain. this deb;:;.
made up or four cities tha.t straddle the portunity to meet the artists, discuss baa focused on the very small perce::.
Mississippi River in northern Illinois-- the building of their careers, their ex- age of funded projects that are obje
two in Iowa and two in Illinois. The periences as musicians. a.nd their per- tionable to many of us here in C0
total population is about 100.000 people. formance. The series brings together gress. However. in this debate, I belie·
It's a 3-hour drive from Chicago.
the hUII13.nness of the artists, and the that it is equally important to disct:.
The Visiting artist series brings na- realness of the patrons on a very imme- the vast majority of projects funded ·:
tionally known artists to perform in diate level.
the NEA that are a.n overwhelming s•.:
the schools. hospitals. factories, malls,
The Kra.nnert's youth series is its cess. I therefore would like to speno
prisons. a.nd menw health centers or most successful outreach program. few minutes discussing a few of ::
the Quad Cities. They perform free pub- Over 20,000 studenu;-gra.des pre-K many successful NEA efforts in ::lic concerts, which draw 500 to 700 peo- through 12-attend daytime perform- home State of Ne•N Mexico in the la
ple each. One mother told the Quad ances or theater, modern da.nce, ethnic rewyears.
One of the most successful efforts :
City Arts how the visiting artist series music and dance, puppetry, ma.ski
ha.d affected her son. A mUSician had mime. and classical music. The center ceiVing funding in New Mexico is t::
performed in his school class using also prov1des curriculum materials al- Center for Contemporary Arts (CCA] :
computers. Her son never knew that lowing teachers to integrate the per- Santa Fe. Important actiVities fund<
computers could make music. It was a formance into their lessons.
by the NEA through CCA include t!:
turning point for him. and his grades
The popularity of this program led operation of the teen project in San:
have improved and his interest in the center to establish the Krannert Fe, the only arts facility initiated t
school has increased.
Caravan. It. takes artists into area a.n art museum and totally devoted
Kids who saw artists perform at schools for 1 to 5 weekS. allowing even teens in the country. The teen proje·
school ask their parents to take them the smallest schools with the smallest provides a safe environment for tee:to the free public concerts. Their pa.r- resources the opportunity to experi- from all backgrounds to explore any '
ents are then also exposed to the per- ence the performing arts. The Krannert all forms of art. CCA also runs a var
. formances. Most of these people don't Caravan serves an additional 6,500 stu- ety or other programs, including t:
often have the cha.nee to drive the 3 dents in schools within 45 miles of Deep West Program. This prograr:
hours to Chicago to go to a museum or Champaign-Urbana.
which receives both Lila Wa.llace-Reaa concert. But because or the NEA.
And finally, I'd like to talk about a ers Digest fund and NEA presentir:
they don't have to. Quad City Arts program of the Old Town School of and commissioning support, allows z.
brings it to them.
Folk Music in Chicago. With NEA's average of five companies a year to e.
Quad City Arts funded a mural help, they sponsored the Festival of tabllsh residency. projects in va.."'iot
project at a. shelter for children who Lain Music at Orchestra Hall. The pro- Deep West sites. which include rur:
have been pulled out or their families gram brought people or all races and communities as well as Indian pueblo
due to abuse or other problems. There communities together to appreciate The NEA funding has been instrumer
was a big common room at the shelter each others cultures. For the vast ma- ta.l in that it has enabled CCA to leve:
that was never used because the young jority in attendance. it was the first age private money for this project at
people did not feel comfortable there. time they had ever been in Orchestra 6-to-l ratio.
In addition to these actiVities. CC
Quad City Arts came in With paints Hall.
and brushes and the youngsters and
Mr. President. I mention this pro- also sponsors a variety visual arts e:
staff started painting a mural in the gram because it is. a.n example of art hibitions and lectures. For examPl·
common room. TI1ey made the room bringing people together and breaking CCA sponsored Richard Long's "~E-
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'.\lexico and Colorado, 1993" exhibit. folk arts apprenticeships, and training programs grieves me deeply. In fact.
~vhich included a.rt highlighting his for presenters of dance companies in programs in the NEA are the best prowalking tour a.long the Rio Gra.nde. as rural communities ·throughout New grams we have for our schools and elsewell as a lecture by Leo Castelll on the Mexico.
where.
art of Roy Lichtenstein. Many of the
As I have said in the pa.st, New MexI also want to relate it to the amendprojects sponsored by CCA bling to the ico is a State known for its arts. With- ment by the Senator from North Carocommunity prominent Hispanic Amer- out the NEA. however, art would not be lina. because I think the misunderican. South American. and native accessible to many New Mexicans. standing of what has happened at the
American artists. These projects a.re Many would therefore not have access Endowment. and how you can come up
especially important in a community to the ideas communicated by art. to with such situations as referred to by
like Santa Fe. where people of diverse the education and community building the Senator from North Carolina., make
cultural backgrounds strive to live har- facilitated by art. or to the- simple it important that we understand what
moniously in one community. In 1993. pleasures derived from attending a we are dealing with. We have had these
CCA received SB0.000 in NEA ViEual arts dance performance. hearing a chamber concerns over and over again, year
and presenting and commissioning orchestra. or Viewing an a.rt exhibit. In a.fter year.
funding, which supported the full spec- many ways, the true value of a society
I want to first put in perspecti.,·e
trum of CCA's activities.
is judged by the diversity and quality what we are talking about in terms o!
Another organization receiving NEA of its art. I urge that we not turn our the years of the Endowment. many,
funding for 1993 was the Western States backs on our responsibility to ensure many years now, 30 years or so. There
.-\rts
Federation.
or
WESTAF. that art continues to flourish in our have only been 10 instances out or
WESTAF serves a total of 13 States in Nation.
100.000 such grants where any question
the West. including New Mexico. In
l\-1r. JEFFORDS. 11r. President. I ask has been raised about the kind of prob~ew Mexico, NEA presenting and com- unanimous consent that the present lems that have been referred to by the
missioning funding helped bring a vari- amendment be set aside so that I may Senator from North Carolina.. That is
ety of tours to our schools. many of offer an amendment.
less than about one-one-hundre1th of l
which have ha.d to sea.le back their own
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without percent.
arts education activities. For instance. objection. it is so ordered.
Take into consideration the ~remen
WESTAF teamed with the New Mexico
dous good that has occurred because of
.uu:.-;0)1E:\-r so. :?397
Very Special Arts Program to fund a (Purpose: To restore funding to the National the NEA and realize that it has such an
Dance on Tour Program in New Mexexcellent record. In fact. it is a record
Endowment !or the Arts>
ico: In places like Roswell. NM. eleMr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President. I which is getting better all the time.
mentary students were gt..;en a chance send an amendment to the desk. and That is No. 1.
to explore dance as a forum of commu- ask for its immediate consideration.
Now, second, I want to go into this
nication a.nd art. Without programs
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The a.gain-I am sure this has been done
prior to my speaking today-about the
like this. many students would have clerk will report.
very limited access to a.rt. Mr. PresiThe legislative clerk read as follows: particular instance with which we are
dent. it exactly this sort of programThe Senator from Vermont (Mr. JEF- involved here.
ming that is jeopardized by the tar- FORDS), !or bJmsel!. Mr. PELL. Mr. Dt.."lU:.'iOne way we always get the headlines
geted cuts to NEA funding proposed in BERGER. Mr. ME'l"Zl:Nlim.t, and. Mr. Dono. is for someone to do something which
raises the attention of the public by
the committee-reported bill. WESTAF. proposes an amendment numbered 2397.
for example. received Sl90.000 in preMr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President. I ask things which ma.y be very disturbing
senting and commissioning grants to unanimous con.sent that reading of the a.nd in some cases. disgusting to the
general public. We then find there is
support programs like this one amendment be dispensed with.
throughout the West in fiscal year 1993.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without this incredible imagination by some
who attempt to attribute it to the NaMr. President. I chose to talk a.bout objection, it is so ordered.
tional Endowment for the Arts.
these projects today not only because
The amendment is as follows:
Let me refer you to last year when
they represent a va.riety of excellent
On page 81. line 7, strike "133.903.000.. and
the· Senator from North Carolina was
projects and individuals funded by the insert .. 140.950.000'".
On page 81. line 16. strike ··27.693.000.. and raising questions about art. When all
NEA. I also chose to discuss them bewas said and done. the particular phocause each of these grants would have insert ..29.150.000...
On page 81. line 18. strike .. 12.113.000'' and tographs in that case to which he was
'been jeopardized by the targeted cuts insert
..
12.750.000".
proposed in the committee-reported InOn page 89, between lines 13 and 14. insert referring, were not produced with an
Endowment grant. Rather. the artist
terior appropliations bill before us or the following new section:
b~· efforts to end indi\'idua.l grants.
SEC. 312. Each amount appropriated under who crea.ted those photographs was a
In New Mexico. the targeted cuts this Act is reduced by the uniform percent- previous recipient of an NEA grant,
would have been devastating. In a.11 age necessary to offset the total appropria- and probably would be again.
So the stretch by the Senator from
likelihood, some of the projects I just tions under this Act by $8.505.000.
mentioned would not have been funded.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President. I am North Carolina was to say that those
It is impossible to tell. At best, how- going to raise the" issue with this who were reviewing new grant applicae\·er. if·we assume that each of these amendment of exactly what is in the tions should have known that the artprojects"s funding had been cut at the blll. No. 1. or which I have deep con- ist took those photographs and, theresame level as the NE.'\ program funding cern. However. I also am hopeful that fore. should be denied a grant because
them. funding in New Mexico would the House version will eventually pre- he did something, not with !'."EA
ha\·e dropped bl" S159.325 dollars. In a vail. Second. 1t is related to the whole money, but he did something which
State where our total NEA State for- concept of problems that we are deal- some would consider offensi\·e. Theremula funding was only $472.000, these ing with in those situations. as referred fore. they should not give him another
cuts would have been disastrous.
to by the Senator from North Carolina. grant because he might somehow again
I should mention. Mr. President. that that we have had and have with the En- do something considered offensive.
I! one takes that particular approach
al though our NEA State formula grant dowment over the yea.rs.
is rather small. the New Mexico Arts
First of all, my amendment would. to things, one can imagine t}lat any
Di\'ision works wonders with it. Grants instead of the cuts of 40 percent to spe- time anybody did anything out. of the
from the National Endowment to the cific very important parts of the bill. it ordinary in their life. they woulli not
.-\rts Division have helped provide siir- would restore funding to the NEA. and be allowed to get an Endowment grant.
(At the request of Mr. MITCHELL, the
nificant support for arts organizations. specifically to those programs which
' c:ulturally diverse arts projects. and the bill cuts-those probably that are following statement was ordered to be
folk arts programs. The artS division most important to the States-having printed at this point in the RECORD:>
· h.1s also funded local arts councils, to do with challenge grants and grants • !\-tr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President. I
~'.; n.:ral and culturalll" underserved areas. for theaters. for example. Cutting these strongly support this amendment to re-
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store the funds for the National EnWhat is clear is that she is making clear victory for those who have never war.
dowment for the Arts which were cut every effort to make the Endowment ed the federal government involved in su:
by the Appropriations Committee.
a.ccoutable to the taxpayers. She has porting art and culture. They have succeecc
The bill as reported by the commit- taken steps to tighten up reporting re- in reducing the issue of NEA a.ppropriatio~
tee would cut the endowment by 5 per- quirements by grant recipients. She to a. debate on single issue: Should the· re
government support only "decent" ar·
cent. This would reduce the NEA's has prohibited grantees from changing eral
The Senate Appropriations Committe·
budget to Sl61.6 million-a. lower fund- projects without advance approval headed by Robert C. Byrd. has allowed ::.
ing level than the agency received a from the Endowment.
enemies of the NEA to trot out their me'
decade a~o in 1984.
She is doing a good job. She has been recent example of art tha.t strains or offer:.~
Moreover. the cuts are focused on there only 9 months. I believe she de- mainstream sensibilities and to use the rr::~
four endowment programs. apparently serves a chance to move her program uscule financial role the NEA pla.yed in : :
p:-esentation as a litmus test for support on the grounds that these programs forward~
the entire a.gency. The committee voted :
have been the sources of so-called conMr. President. unfortunately what's cut the ans endowment's budget by Sll.5 rr.:.
troversial grants.
happening to :..is. Alexander is what
a 5 percent reduction. because sor.-.
One of these is the endowment's The- seems to happen every yea.r around ap- lion.
members objected to a performance tha.t oc
ater Program-which would be cut by a propriations time. Opponents of Fed- curred at the Walker Art Center in !\Ii::
whopping 42 percent. In other words, eral funding for the arts find some con- nee.polis. which the NEA indirectly su:
nearly half of all theater grants will troversial grant which they can use to ported with SlSO.
That performer and his performance ...
have to be eliminated nex: yea.r.
beat up on the Endowment and further not
the issue here. The Issue ts that respc~
In my own State. grants to the En- their own political ends. It's a cheap,
sible a.nd level-hea.ded elected officials ha·:
semble Theater of Cincinnati, the c:rnical hit.
swallowed the hook ba.tted by Sen. Jes:
Great Lakes Theater Festival. the CinIt's just not right that one controver- Helms. which seeks to create controve!'l'
cinnati Playhouse. the Mad River The- sial grant should be allowed to over- from the work of a few contemporary artis:
ater Works, the Cleveland Playhouse, shadow the enormous contributions while ignoring the enormous public benefi:
and other fine theaters throughout which the endowment makes to the the agency crea.tes a.nd stlmula.tes. Lost : :
Ohio wo•Jd all be jeopardized if these cultural life of our Nation-bringing the scramble for this righteous political hi;;::
ground is the fa.ct tha.t cultural organii..;.
cuts go through.
theater, dance, symphonies. public telTheaters in Virtually every State will evision shows and great works of art to tions-both large and sma.11. and in every re
lose out. including community theaters millions of Americans in their own gion of the country-have benefited from t::
support provided by the arts endowment.
in rura.l areas and in inner cities.
It ta a. recognized fa.ct tha.t groups am::
communities.
The bill would also drastically cut
And let there be no misunderstand- a.t~d with Sen. Helms. which oppose feder::.
the Endowment's Visual Arts Program ing.
budget cut will be devastat- aupport. of the a.n:s. conduct a.ctive researc:
by almost 42 percent. How are we going ing. This
a.ny and a.11 NEA-supported projects th:. It
is
going to hit every State in on
might be elevated to the sta.t.ua of the "co::
to have a National Endowment for the the country.
Theaters.
symphonies,
troversy of the month." They often distorArts without a theater or a Visual arts
dance companies. education programs, the content or context of the performance c:
program?
halls and museums in every a.rt work and use ea.ch "incident" e!fectivei:.
The visual arts prograni provides concert
are going to be hurt.
in direct-mail fUnd-ra.ising efforts for the::
vital support to museums and cultural State
organizations. This well-organiZed campaj"7
Mr.
President.
an
excellent
article
by
institutions. artists. community art Harry Belafonte which recently .ap- ha.a succeeded in drawing the med.ia.'s a.tte::
projects. and education programs
to the periodic controversies. The ne·
peared in the Washington Post po1~ts tion
&.cross the Nation.
result is that. the positive NEA work ha:
.
In my own State the program has- re- out exactly what will be lost if we im- been eclipsed by the controversies.
As one who has performed across the lane
cently provided funds for a. number of pose these severe cuts on the Endowfine institutions. as well as for a. very ment. I ask unanimous consent that I ca.n tell you that. our countrY and ou:
need more of wha.t the arts have :c
interesting program featuring Ohio de- the article entitled "Don't Cut the youth
offer. When performers like Anna. Deave~:
Arts
Fund"'
appear
in
the
RECORD
at
signer craftsmen.
Smith created great thea.ter worlul out of t •• ,
The presenting and commissioning the conclusion of my remarks.
racial a.crimony she found in Wllliamsbur::
From
his
perspective
as
a
renowned
program would also be slated for a.
Brooklyn and Los Angeles. the endowme:::.:
American
artist,
Mr.
Bela.fonte
talks
we.a there lending financia.l support. Smith '
huge cut of over 40 percent. In Ohio,
this will mean less support for some movingly about how Government help performances have helped communities tha:
opened
a
whole
new
world
for
him
a.nd
a.re racially polarized bridge some of the1:
wonderful tours and festivals. Endow.
ment presenting and commissioning many others and the ways in which the differences.
Thia is one of the grea.t attributes of thr
funds have recently funded, for exam- a.rts can help bridge the differences a.rts-the a.bllity to transcend boundar:ie~
ple. performances by the National The- among poeple a.nd provide positive out- a.nd reduce differences. Few people in thi<
ater of the Deaf. as well a.s a.n Ohio lets for our young people. He says, "for countrY knew anything about. the Caribl:>ea::
29 years the national Endowment for until they started singing "The Banana Boa_:
tour by the Ballet Hispanico.
M.r. President. the Senate unani- the Arts has helped young generations Song." As a.n artist. I put America in touc::
mously confirmed Jane Alexander 9 Of American citizens find and nurture with its neighbor. and I put people in the
months ago. Since that time she has their creative muses. Can we as a Na- Caribbea.n in touch with Amenca. and i:::
doing this helped to stimulate an exchangeheld town meetings in more than 30 tion turn the clock back?"
tha.t wa.s beneficia.l to both.
I
believe
the
answer
to
his
question
States. She is talking to the people.
When I see thousands of young people parmust
be
a
resounding
"No."
I
urge
my
She is finding out what kind of art peoticipating in NEA-supported dance, theater
colleagues
to
support
this
amendple want. She is committed to bringing
and a.rta workshops a.round the country, I
ment.•
only the best art to the most people.
know tha.t they are being given tools tha:
There being no objection. the article help them resist the vtolence and dr).:;;
Yet here she is 9 months later, facing
was
ordered
to
be
printed
in
the
scourge that permeates many of their corr.attacks on her agency and a budget cut
munities. My principal frustration is in recof SS.5 million. And all this is appar- RECORD. as follows:
ognizing tha.t as a society, we are not rea.ch[From the Wa.shington Post. July 15. 1994]
ently in respoonse to a performance
inrr enough of our youth With these positive
that cost Sl5G-and was not even ap- DON'T CL"T THE ARTS FUNo-GoVER.':ME:sT programs.
HELP OPENED A SEW WORLD FOR ~fEi-AND
proved on her watch.
In the 1950s. after being ex_posed to the
~A~Y OTHERS.
Jane Alexander did not approve that
work of the American Negro Thea.ter in Har(By
P'...arry
Belafonte)
lem, I decided to pursue a life in-the thea.ter.
v,ra.nt to the Walker Art Center. Mr.
Ma.ny of our distinguished elected rep- Bees.use I was a. veteran. I had rights to the
President. It was approved by the
resentatives a.re perilously close to being hi- GI Bill. It mea.nt that the federal goven:former administration.
by a point of view tha.t most Amen- ment would pay for this luxury or going to a
I have read Ms. Alexander's response jacked
ca.ns don't share: the termina.tion of federa.l school of clrama to do this t!ling that had
to concerns raised about the Walker support for the a.rts. The comtng Sena.te vote opened my heart and opened my mind.
t.ier!ormance. I believe she is trying to on appropriations for the Nationa.l EndowI went to the ~ew School of Social Rebe honest and responsive.
ment for the Arts can already be viewed as a search. and in that clru;s I looked upon thP
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races of a number of young men and women.
most of whom were being SUPPorted by the
lf()vernment because they were returning
veterans~ In my class were Marlon Brando
nnd Rod Steiger. Walter Matthau. Bea. Arthur and Tony Curtis. And the head or the
school took this (then> boy who was strugirUng with an ab1UtY to read, trying to overcome dyslexia. havtng an enormous appetite
to know more. and exposed him to Jean Paul
Sartre. to Shakespeare and to Tennessee
Williams. Steinbeck and Langston Hughes.
By the end of my course of study, I had
come to know that there was nothing more
inspiring than a.rt. nothing more moVing
than words. nothing more powerful than an
individual who is in the service of all of tha.t.
For 29 years the National Endowment for the
Arts has helped younger generations of
American citizens find and nurture their creative muses. Can we as a nation turn the
clock back?
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major funding cuts over the last few significant projects. Challenge grants.
years, cuts which have severely ham- which must be matched 3 to 1, fa.ce a 5pered the Agency's effectiveness to percent cut.
bring the arts to a.11 Americans. Aa
Presenting and commissioning has
many of my colleagues know. I h.a.ve been a. fundamental pa.rt of the support
long fought against cuts to the NEA of the arts in my Sta.te. The Flynn
because I strongly believe its activities Theater in Burlington would be the
h.a.ve enriched America..
·. hardest hit. For fiscal year 1995. the
Today I am proposing an amendment. Flynn will receive a $250,000 challenge
along with Sena.tors PELL. DUREN- grant out of presenting and commisBERGER._ METZENBAUM, and AKAL\ to sioning. A 40-percent cut would devrestore NEA funding to the President's a.state much of what the Flynn brings
budget request and la.st year's level. to Vermonters including extensive
This means restoring the cut proposed residencies and performances by nain the cha.inn.a.n's mark. or about six tlonally renown dance companies. a.
one-hundredths of 1 percent of the family theatre series, a. nationally rectota.l spending in this blll. To offset the ognized student matinee series, and the
restoration. every progra.m in the blll annual Discover Jazz Festival. It uses
Will fa.ce an equa.l cut of approximately the fUnds to do community outreach
six one-hundredths of 1 percent. includ- and participation and programs for at·
Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President, today ing the NEA.
risk youth. The Flynn forms model
we are considering fUnding for the NaThe committee recommendation for arts partnerships With schools, includtional Endowment for the Arts CNEAl. the Interior appropriations bill before Ing schools in rural and low-income
a modest agency by budgetary stand- us is just over Sl3 billion. The share of city areas like the Barnes and 'Wheeler
ards. but large in terms of its effect on that proposed for the NEA is Sl61.6 mil- schools in the old north end of Burthe lives of Americans. The NEA was llon or 1.2 percent. That is lower than llngton. The money the Flynn Theater
created in 1965. a.s a result of the ef- the President's budget request and fis- receives from the NEA has ma.de a sigforts and vision of my colleague from cal year 1994 appropriations. In nomi- nificant difference in the Burlington
Rhode Isla.nd. Sena.tor PELL. Since that na1 numbers, this figure is less than a.rea.: in its schools. and in its Vibrar.t
time. the NEA has provided in the Congress appropriated for the NE.A in downtown-socially, culturally. and
neighborhood of 100.000 grants to art- fiscal year 1984. Taking inflation into economically.
ists. theaters, dance companies, and account, it is even lower. Since 1992
Indeed. the effects of presenting and
State and local arts agencies. The con- alone. the NE.A's fUnding has decreased commissioning a.re felt all over Vertributions of the arts have reached into by over SS million.
mont. Many other arts orga.ntza.tions in
every corner of this Nation. from the
I offer this amendment today as a. Vermont rely on small grants of SS.000
most destitute inner city, to the most staunch. steadfast supporter of the Na- to Sl0,000. For example. Catamount
re:note rural a.rea.
tional Endowment for the Arts. The Film and .o\rts in the Northeast KingDespite the wonderful work of the arts means so much to so many in this dom uses NEA money to bring the arts
NEA. every year the Agency comes country. They are important to Amert- to those who have never been enosed
under attack from certain segments or cans in the same wa.y as na.tiona.l parks to a. live theater or dance performance.
our society, who focus on one or two are important to Americans. To direct The Ma.wry Dance Co. of New Zea.land.
objectiona.ble grants. The NEA brings a. 5-percent cut to the NEA fails to rec- the Japan Festival. and a vibrant seart a.nd culture to pa.rt& of our Nation ogniZe this.
ries of family programming ha.\•e been
that. Without Federal support. would
In my mind. this is one area. where I enjoyed by the people of this most
otherwise do without. In my mind. this think the cuts go too far. What bothers rural area of my State because of supis one of the most important missions me more than the overall 5-percent cut port from the NEA.
of the NEA. The arts are not a frill. is the targeting or ea.rmarking of the
The Onion River Arts Council in
they are a fundamental part of our so- cuts to certain programs.
Montpelier uses presenting money to
Whe~ would the cuts hit if the cur- bring the Ying Quartet into local
ciety.
The controversy that surrounds these rent language were enacted? The Pre- schools. and the National Theater of
few grants always spills onto the floors senting and Commissioning Program. the Deaf and various concert series to
of the Sena.te and House of Represents.- formerly called Inter-Arts. faces a 40.5- central vermont.
ti ves and masks what the NEA is really percent cut. The program helps instituThe Vermont Folklife Center is usir.ir
a.bout. This is a.n unfortunate situation tions that serve multiple artistic dis- a S250.000 challenge grant to preserve
because only 10 of the 100,000 grants ciplines: presenting organizations, art- and present the traditional arts of Vergiven by the NEA ha.ve been controver- ista' communities. and presenter serv- mont through exhibitions. radio prosial. according to the agency. That is ice organizations. It focuses on pre- grams, and film tours. Among the
one one-hundredth of 1 percent. Mr. senting the performing arts and com- projects is one of special interest to
missioning new work.
me. A radio show titled, "Life in VerPresident.
However. because of these controverThe Theater Program encourages the mont: The General Store" aired on Nasies. the blll before us cuts the. NEA 's adva.ncement of theater arts. It sup- tional Public Radio's series. "Horibudget by 5 percent, or $8.5 million. re- ports performances. assists profes- zons." This program featured Pierce's
ducing total appropriations for the pro- sional theater programs in single General Store. just up the road from
gram to S161.6 million. But these cuts projects and entire seasons. as well a.s my home in Shrewsbury. The store. a
are not a.cross the boa.rd. They target lndi\"idual artists. In the cha.Irma.n's true Vermont landmark which closed
four selected programs of the NEA: mark. theater fa.ces a. 42-percent cut.
earlier this year. was arguably one cf
Theater. presenting and commissionVisual a.rts funds the creation of new the oldest country stores in my State.
ing, visual arts. and challenge grants. work by artists and supports present- It was truly characteristic of life in
The theater. presenting and commis- ing these works in Wide varieties or Vermont.
sioning, and visual arts would be cut media including sculpture, painting,
These directed cuts will hurt my
by a whopping 40 percent each. Reduc- and crafts. It fa.ces a. 41.7-percent cut.
State. But that is not the only reason
tions of that magnitude will essenThe Challenge Program supports, and I am offering this amendment, These
tially decimate those programs. Tha.t stimulates private support, of the best cuts Will hurt the arts in the country
is the effect of a 6-percent cut of the quality programs aimed at advancing a.s a whole. It will reduce the money
tota.1 appropriations level targeting artistic excellence in the arts. It helps that local arts agencies will have to
only four programs.
secure long term financial stabilization bring nationally known performances
~Ir. President. I think these cuts are
of arts organizations. Grants are essen- to their communities. It will hamper
•.~r too drastic. The NEA has suffered tially venture capital. underwriting their ability to le\"erage private sup-
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ba.ve
been about my amendment !or one reaaon
port for the arts. It will hurt our Na- porting requirements
tion's schools. of which the arts should changed. New procedures exiat !or con- another. Nevertheless, I a.m offering
be an integral pa.rt. The dollars pro- sideration of project cha.nges. The adVi- becauae I believe in the work of t:
vided by these programs are, like all sory panel procesr. is being reviewed. NEA. tha.t it is valuable, meritoriot
other :SEA money, critical seed money Changes a.re being ma.de 111 the leader- and worthy of Federal support. Ir on
which lever:i.ges substantial private. ship of the various programs. The the arts touched more Americar
support.
Agency's program st.rUcture and oper- maybe our country would be a bett
In that respect. the arts mean busi- ation a.re under review. In other words, place with less crime, fewer drugs. a:
ness. According to the National Asso- Mr. President, Ja.ne Alexander is ma.k- more self-esteem. As founder and \ic
ciation of Local Arts Agencies, non- ing grantees more accountable for chair of the congressional arts ca.uct
profit arts activities. stimulated by the their work and more often.. This, in I see the effects the arts have on ch:
NEA. ha.ve a. S36.8 billion impact on our turn, is ma.king the Agency more ac- dren around the country with our a
national economy, genera.ting S3.4 bil- countable to the American people. I do nual a.rt competition. Those childr!
lion in Federal tax revenues. It seems not think many envy the difficult job strengthen my believe in the arts. ai
to me that those revenues more than she has. but I. think she is doing a. fan- the work o! the NEA. I urge my cc
pay for the Sl70 mill1on we provide for tastic job a.s cha.irma.n. working to pro- lee.gues to reject further cuts to t:
the NEA.
·
mote the Agency, a.nd bring the best !-.'EA, a.nd supporr. my amendment.
Mr. President, when contemplating a.rt to the most people.
Mr. AKAKA. Mr. President. I ri
the pro;:osed cuts. I wonder who would
We should allow her to do her job. We today in support of' the National E.
really bear the brunt of them. It would should resist attempts to change the dowment for the Arts (NEAJ. Found·
undoubtedly be smaller arts organiza- operating structure of the Agency. We in 1965, NEA has greatly contributed
tions tha.t bring the arts to less Visible should not be suggesting content re- the cultivation and restoration of o
places. including rural schools. Tilis strictions, limiting grants to individ- Nation's cUltura.l treasures. For near
troubles me, for the arts should be a uals, or dra.sticaJly altering program three decades., NEA has successfw
part of everyone's Uves, not just those funding allocations. Many or these ef- created grea.ter a.ccess to the arts f
in larger cities a.nd suburban areas.
forts a.re being promoted by a. small, millions or Amertca.ns. enriched t:
I a.m also troubled by a possible rea- politically active segment of our popu- lives or our young people, stimulat.
soning for the cuts. It seems that the lation.
private contributions to the arts, ar
cuts are directed to NEA programs
Despite wha.t its critics sa.y, the NEA preserved our treasured cUltural tra.c
which ha.ve recently given out grants has been a.n importa.n.t force in the cul- tions. This ti~ agency has had a p.r
which ha.ve stirred controversy, one of tural life of America.. The American found impact on tbe quality of cultur
which involved the Walker Art Center people support it, and Congress bas re- and a.rts a.ctivities in America.
in Minneapolis which hosted a. perform- peatedly echoed tha.t supportThe Endowment has a.warded ov
ance by an mv-positive artist.
That is why it bothers me to see the 100,000 gra.nu;-gra.nta tba.t. ha.Ve led
Granted many of us believe tha.t the Agency come under a.tta.ck. The critics a virtual cultural renaissance in Amt:
work was·distasteful. However. I flnd it select a.n NEA grant they find objec- ica.. Than.ks to NEA support. the ar
totally unbelievable tha.t we a.re pro- tionable, or a. _perform.a.nee supported ha.ve grown beyond the major metr
posing to gut an entire program.-in- with NEA moneys decided on the local pollta.n. hubs into rural town.a and car:
deed more than one-because or this level, or even some work performed by munities throughout our Nation. M.
performance which has rra.bbed head- an artist who may ha.ve previously result. not only can such arts groups
lines around the country. Should we be been a. gra.nt recipient. In fact. they the Ha.wail Opera. Thea.ter and the Ho
punishing artists. arts Orp.niza.tions. often choose things tha.t were not even olulu Academy o! Arts thrive in sm:.
and millions of schoolchildren and art- funded by the NEA. The critics barrage Sta.tea like Ha.wail. but arts orgalliz.
loving Americans because of a. perform- the press a.nd Capitol Hill with infor- tions a.re also provided with resourc
ance a few did not like, or considered mation whose truth is questionable. to tour less populated area.a.
Since tbe Endowment's creation. t'
offensive? Wha.t kind Of standard will The grant or per!orma.nce becomes the
we be setting if we slice a. huge chunk center or their annual tundraising cam- number of symphony orchestras h
out of a well-performing program be- paign to undermine the NEA a.nd the doubled. the number or opera. and da.r.
cause of one grant?
work it does. Then every kind of argu- companies has grown exponentia..l:
Mr. President, the NEA has respon- ment is ma.de a.bout obscenity, family and where there were only five Ste.
sibility to fUlfill its statutory obliga- values. Federal subsidies to the arts agencies 29 years a.go, tod&y eve
tions and base f'Wlding decisions on ar- wealthy, or handouts to a.rtists. Mr. State has one. The Endowment h
tistic excellence and artistic merit. It President, this is the farthest from the brought the arts closer to our citizer
is doing that. But wha.t needs to be truth.
ma.king the best or our culture ava
made known here is tha.t the decision
I do admit that there a.re things fund- a.ble to more and more Americans. T
to host the performance a.t the Walker ed by the NEA which I do not like. But Federa.l-Sta.te
government fundi
was a local one. It was a decision ma.de it is not my job. nor tha.t or any Mem- partnership has supported a.rts ever:
by the Walker Arts Center, and not by ber of the Senate, to approve or every- tha.t were attended by over 335 milli
the Arts Endowment. Above all. I thing the NEA fUnds. nor to oversee people over the past 5 yea.rs.
strongly believe-let me reiterate-- every decision ma.de a.t the local level.
Endowment grants also help bri
strongly believe-th.at it is not !or us, The NEA has fUnding guidelines and the IU'ts into the lives of our you.
a.s elected officials, to determine wha.t procedures, which Jane Alexander is people. The NEA supports a.ner-schc
is absence or not obscene. Tha.t is to be sticking to a.nd improving. We a.re not arts programming !or a.t-risk you:
decided in a. court o! law or the United here to be the Agency's big brother, art providing them With creative outl1:
States. Congress went through this critic. judge, or supreme panel. Regret- for self-expression. It assists prof<
whole censorship-obscenity debate a. fully, that seems to be wha.t the annual sional groups, such a.s the Honoll.:
Theater for Youth, and funds model
few yea.rs ago and I think we struck a. appropriations process is becoming.
reasonable compromise then. Why
This yea.r is no di!ferent. The NEA is to 12 curricula with the goal of in·
must we revisit this same issue year in !acing targeted cuts in programs which grating the arts in schools in eve
and :rear out? To satisfy a. small politi- ha.ve funded objectionable a.rt in past State in America. Working throu
cal constituency?
years. It is a. sha.me that the U.S. Sen- State arts agencies, the Endowme
Mr. President. I think the NEA is ate is prepared to pass judgement on an helps provide arts education to close
adequately responding to criticisms it entire NEA program because or maybe 20 million students ea.ch year.
Because or its matching requi:
has received in recent times. In her one or two irra.nts out or tha.t program.
first year on the job, Jane Alexander Are we so blind as to not see wha.t the ments-that ea.ch Federal dollar to
organization be matched with at lee
has instituted many changes in process NEA is really about?
Mr. President, I realize that many of one non-Federal dollar-grants !re
and procedure with regard to grants.
According to the Agency, grantee re- my colleagues may ha.ve concerns the National Endowment for the Al
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have had a.n impact far beyond their
The Children's Theatre Company in
I have often felt tha.t the a.rt of a genrace value. This modest support Crom eration is like the signature of a gen- Minneapolis. which tours to audiences
the Federal Government helps sym- eration. Historia.ns, when they look at of schoolchildren throughout the Midphonies. museums. and theaters lever- times piu;t, very frequently look to the west; the Arkansas Repertory Theatre.
age private support many times more a.rt of a particular time aa a way of try- which tours the rural South: New
than the required match. In 1992, for ing to determine the personality of a York's Shakespeare Festival. which inexample. Endowment grants totaling generation. Very often the music. the clude Shakespeare in the Park, free
Sl23 million helped leverage private painting, or the poetry of the period Shakespeare for thousands or" people in
funding for arts activities worth some will tell you more a.bout a people tha.n that city; Seattle's International ChilSl.37 billion. How many other Federal a series of events.
dren's Festival; Sun City, Arizona·s
agencies can give us that kind of reSo art is about more tha.n just pro- Chamber Music Society, which perturn on the Federal dollar?
viding a contempora.neous sense of sat- forms for the elderly a.nd in schools;
Mr. President, the a.rts help define us isfaction and enjoyment to its audience the Homer Council on the Arts in
as a nation, a.nd NEA bas been abso- but it also provides a. valuable histori- Homer, AK. which serves a community
lutely Vital in helping to preserve our cal lesson. for future generations-who of 3.000 people; Detroit's Focus's Billdiverse cultural traditions. In Hawaii. we were as a people, what we believed board Program, which ha.s developed
the NEA supports the Waia.na.e Coast in, what we felt, how we expressed our antid.rug messages near schools.
Culture a.nd Arts Society, whose work- emotions. and what we enjoyed.
In my home State of Connecticut.
shops in traditional crafts. dance. and
The distinguished Senator from West NEA grants from these programs supmusic perpetuate many of the ethnic Virginia is someone who is certainly, port ma.ny high-quality artistic insticultures and a.rt forms of our in my View, considered probably the tutions, such as the Longwha.rf Th.eamulticultural community. Over the finest historian, certainly in this cen- ter, the Goodspeed Opera. House, the
years. the Endowment bas also a.ward- tury, to ever serve in this body. I am National Theater for the Deaf, the
ed several or its prestigious National proud to be a Member of the U.S. Sen- Hartford Stage, the Eugene O'Neill ~1e
Heritage Fellowships to Hawaii art- ate at a time when Robert BYRD of morial Theater. a.nd Real Art Ways.
iSts--hula masters. lei makers. and West Virginia. is also a Member. And I
In fact, Mr. President, we are deeply
singers among them-those who pre- know he shares my recognition of the proud that in my small State of Conser>e and pass on our unique cultural iinporta.nce of the arts.
necticut there are more theaters than
legacy.
So my remarks a.bout the NEA toda.y in any other State in the United States
Mr. President, of all of our Nation's merely reflect a general concern a.bout a.nd. that accomplishment is due in no
greatest natural resources, none is the importance of art while simulta- small pa.rt to the support of the NEA.
more impressive and bountiful tha.n the neously trying to put it into a context
Let me assure my colleagues that
creatiVity and. ima.gina.tion or our peo- of wba.t it means not just in a cultural these Connecticut institutions are not
ple. The National Endowment for the sense but an economic sense 88 well.
hotbeds of controversy. Their work is
Arts baa helped to ta.p this creativity.
Mr. President, I support the amend- profoundly impressive and popularly
It has ma.de our Nation a leader 1D the ment of the Senator from Vermont, acclaimed.
realm o! ldeaa a.nd o! the spirit. It 1a an a.nd I hope tha.t a.t some later point
For 30 years the Eugene O'Neill Theagency that has made America a richer some accommodation ma.y be reached ater has presented only the highest
and better place for people. It deserves in all of this. But I want to share some quality theater to audiences. I might
our support.
thought.a on the imports.nee of the Na- point out tha.t, just th1s past weekend.
Mr. JEFFORDS. At this point, Mr. tional Endowment and the programs it the Eugene O'Neill Theater celebrated
President, I will yteld to the Senator sponsors in our country. Perha.pa if we 30 yea.rs of effort in Waterford. CT. We
from Connecticut !or the purposes of were all more a.ware of the tremendous were pleased to have with us on Saturma.king h1s statement. I know he has depth and breath of the Nationa.l En- day Jane Alexander present for those
another engagement.
dowment, we might arrive at different ceremonies.
The National Theater for the Deaf.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- conclusions a.bout the Endowment's acwhich I know many of my colleagues
a.tor from Connecticut.
tivities.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President. let me
The InteriPr appropriations bill be- are fa.milia.r with, ha.s delighted audithank my colleague from Vermont. I fore us tocia.Y would ta.rget three spe- ences, young and old, with its mara.m due 1D a conference on the Banking ciflc NEA programs for substantial re- velous work in English and American
Committee. So I apologize for inter- ductions: The theater, visual arts, and sign language. They performed in every
presenting and commissioning pro- State in the United States a.nd dozens
rupting h1s comments•.
Mr. President, let me begin by stat- grams. Ea.ch of these three programs and. dozens of foreign countries all
ing the obvioua to my colleagues. Tha.t would experience a. de facto cut of across the globe. Some of my colis, the dlst1nguished cha.irma.n of the something in the neighborhood of 40 leagues enjoyed, by the way, a performAppropriations Committee, the Sen- percent. I would argue. Mr. President, ance of the National Theater in the
ator from West Vlrl'inia.. does not only that such a level of cuts would be dev- U.S. Senate only a few weeks ago.
understand the arts, but I believe he astating. It would decimate the NEA Some 17 Members came to watch the
ma.y be appropriately called one of the budget in these Vital a.reaa.
National Theater for the Deaf perform
only artists in this body. As someone
I ask my colleagues to look at these "The GiVing Tree" while the group was
who haS contributed significantly to programs. and examine their complete here in Washington.
In a.ddition to its professional perthe history or this institution in his record, and not just a. few well-pubvolumes on the history of the Senate, licized-and rightfully so-controver- forma.nces, the Longwha.rf Theatre of
with h1s a.billty to recite voluminous sies, before supporting cuts of this New Haven has done special presenpoems. a great student of history and. magnitude.
tations for students from across my
I would sa.y, an accomplished. fiddler, I
Let us look, if we could, at the record State and the country.
Real Art Ways, which received a
would really categorize him as a per- for a. moment. The NEA theater, visual
forming artist. In fact, his works have arts, and presenting and commission- $20,000 visual arts grant from the NEA.
been recorded.
ing programs support cultural institu- works with the Connecticut RedevelopSo. there is an important note to be tions a.cross this great country, such 88 ment Authority on a cultural festival
made here tha.t the chairman of the theaters. museums, da.nce .companies, in a. gang-scarred. inner-city_ Puerto
Appropriations Committee has a. long- jazz ensembles and chamber music Rican neighborhood in Hartford.standing personal involvement in the groups. With the support of the NEA,
The Artists Collective of Hartford rearts, not just as a member or the audi- grantees run local children's arts edu- ceived. SS.000 from the presenting a.nd
ence so to spea.k, but as one who ha.s cation programs, neighborhood arts commissioning program to support
performed and participated and who centers. a.t-risk youth programs and events such as a "Jazz in the Foyer"
has a deep appreciation for the values cultural festivals.
series and a performance of the Jubilathat art provides this Nation.
A few specific examples. if I can.
tion Dance Co.
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These a.re not controversial a.ctivi- questions of how we could best support fered by my distinguished colleague
ties-and yet. more than any other ex- arts in this country.
from Vermont. I compliment him. and
a.mples you have hea.rd about in this
We know that arts contribute, as I others who a.re supportive or it, on the
debate. they are representative or the said, to the overall economy of our content of this amendment.
work or these NEA programs.
country. Yet, fUnding for this most viI compliment the sensitivity of our
If the proposed cuts remain, Mr. · brant sector continues to decline. as colleague from West Virginia for the
President. my concern is that these in- my colleagues know. I believe we can- way in which this issue is going to
st1tutions and others like them could not allow this trend to continue.
have to be dealt With, given the envilose nearly half their Federal funding,
1 also know that Federal dollars are ronment in which we are operating.
But I also intend to oppose any other
all because of a controversy involving a limited-we all understand that-and
single performance, a.nd Sl50 in Federal that a substantial new commitment to amendments that may be offered. 1ndollars. in one theater in the Midwest. the arts in our current system is un- eluding the one from our colleague
I do not believe that is balance, Mr. likely.
from North Carolina to further cut
President. I believe it is disproportionI, therefore, believe. Mr. President, NEA appropriations, change funding
ate to the incident that has created so we should identify some new resources formulas. or to have politicians. either
much controversy.
to reinvigora.te the arts a.nd human- elected or unelected, regulate the conI would point out. Mr. President, ities all across this country. And while tent ofNEA-fundedart.
that. in addition to the fundlng of the 1 will not go into any great length in
Mr. President. I enter this debate as
artists and so forth. there a.re many this debate this afternoon. I intend one who has been, for a long time bepeople who are not directly involved in shortly to introduce legislation to fore I came to this body, a strong supart who also benefit-the people in food renew our commitment to the arts porter of private and public funding for
services. the groundskeepers, the peo- through a new revenue source.
the arts, or the ~ationa.l Endowment
d h
h
My legislation would call for copy- for the Arts, and or the arts commuple that work aroun t ese t eaters right protection to be extended. With nity in my own home Sta.te of Minwho a.re not artists and performers. It
is estimated the NEA·s budget of ap- the rights to the extension period to be nesota.
proximately s170 million generates bil- auctioned off by the Federal GovernBecause or that long association. I
lions in economic activity each yea.r. ment. The revenue from the auction am especially troubled that a single
would now into a. trust fund for the Na- arts performance at one of my Sta.te's
So. in addition to the resources that go tional Endowment for the Arts and the most highly respected a.rts institutions
to these groupg and audiences they National Endowment for the Human- seems to have sparked this latest
reach. there are people's jobs involved, ities.
round or controversy.
as well.
In this way, the arts of today would
But, for the sake of ca.ndor, let me
The record as a whole is what we serve as a round&tion for the arts of to- say, Mr. President, also that I have
have to consider here. That is what we morrow. and depend less upon an ap- enough experience on this isaue and on
have done when other Federal dollars propriation process; although I cer- this floor to know that thiS amendhave gone astray.
tainly want us to continue that for the ment and others like it that have less
Certainly, Tailhook was an example obvious reasons. including a debate to do with the Walker Arts Center-or
of a misuse of funds in many ways, and such as we are having here todaY. How- a.ny single performa.nce-than With funyet we did not cut the defense budget ever, my proposal is for a different d&y. damenta.l differences over whether and
because of that particular incident.
Tod&y's debate is a question of . how the Federal Government should be
Have we cut the Energy Department whether or not, in our desire to deal funding the arts.
because they have unearthed evidence with legitimate concerns that have
In fact. I walked in the back door of
of nuclear testing on American citizens been raised by those who a.re offended the Chamber about a half hour ago and
in decades past? It is terrible, it never by specific a.rts programs or a pa.rticu- sa.t down in someone else's seat to hea.r
should have happened, but we were not lar production. we will disproportion- my colleague from North Carolina. sort
disproportional. in my view. in dealing ately penalize a very nne and worth- of prejudge what I was going to sa.y in
with the Energy budget.
while program that reaches literally my statement because of my pa.st posiWill we cut the Post Office budget, millions and millions of people every tions with regs.rd to the National Enbecause of delays in mail delivery in year in our country. I believe, instea.d, dowment for the Arts.
the Washington area?
we should examine the overwhelming
At the time that happened, I did not
Will we cut further in the Defense record or the NEA and or these pro- even know he had offered a.n amendbudget because the military stores grams and applaud this work.
ment. So. Mr. President, we have been
carry Playboy magazine. for instance?·
I hope, as we look at this budget and here before. and if it were not the
Again. something presumably many of consider the concerns we have. that we Walker. it would be something else.
my colleagues may not support, but would not do a disservice to the litI suspect that tr this particular pernonetheless we have a sense or propor- era.lly millions or people who depend forma.nce had not occurred or had not
tion about it.
upon the NEA for these programs and been widely reported. there would be
This appropriations bill adopts a for the enjoyment that comes to mil- some other NEA-sponsored performhigher punitive approach we have not lions more and, as I said at the opening ance or work of art that would be the
taken in the pa.st and which we must of these remarks, impair our ability to subject that we would be using to gencarefully consider and, I believe, recon- leave a. clear signature of our genera- erate these amendments in this debate.
sider. today.
tion and our time.
Mr. President, I have rea.d the press
I think Jane Alexander is doing a
For those reasons, Mr. President. I accounts of the controversial arts perspectacular job as the head of the NEA. support the amendment of my col- formance that was held earlier this
I know she has made a. significant ef- league from· Vermont. I am hopeful Year in Minneapolis. I talked. to a. lot of
fort to meet with many Members of that some accommodation would be people on both sides or the controversy
this body and the other body as well, reached.here so that it will not be nee- at the NEA. at the Walker, a.nd among
trying to come up with ideas and ways essary to go as far as the language in my constituents who both defend what
in which we avoid the kind controversy the present bill would take us.
took place and who may not have been
that is the subject of this debate. I beWith that. I commend the Sena.tor there but who were deeply offended by
lieve she should be given the chance to from Vermont, as well, for his lea.der- what they heard about it and what
do that. She has been on the job a. little ship on this issue.
took place.
Mr. DURENBERGER addressed the
I make that qualification. Mr. Presiless than a year. trying to straighten
out some problems areas and working Chair.
dent. because this particular performwith us and others across the country
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. ance has received great attention. not
to reinvigora.te the arts.
KOHL). The Senator from Minnesota..
so much by the event itself-which was
While today's is an imPortant debate,
Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. President, attended by only 100 people-but b~
1 remain very interested in the larger I rise in support of the amendment of- highly inflammatory reporting of the
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event in Minnesota's largest daily
And. a.ga.in, with NEA fUnding, naBut. I also want to assure my colnewspaper some 3 weeks after the per- tionally· known a.rta groups trom Min- leagues that the Walker Art Center
nesota and other States have been able does not employ a process to select
rorma.nce.
My friend and colleague from Okla- to perform in dozens of Minnesota com- programs under which anything goes.
homa. has already put in the RECORD a munities from Biwabik and Aurora in Criteria. are used. market interests are
typica.l defensive statement by a re- the far north to Worthington a.nd Blue weighed, and many proposals are
porter. And I have seen hundreds or Earth near the Iowa border in the far turned down.
The Walker Arts Center is one or our
these. If I ever complained about any- south.
thing in the Star and Tribune, which I
So, I am troubled that once a.gain the Nation's most esteemed museums. The
have done on more than one occasion, NEA as an institution is being ques- Walker presents over 400 events each
it is my receiVing three-page letters tioned in a debate that is becoming in- year. including some 140 performances.
just like this condemning me for my creasingly polarized. Every year, it · This year. the Walker Will serve over
remarks.
seems that several of us have to get up 700.000 people who attend a wide variSo I am not surprised that Chairman here to defend the 25-plus years of good ety of events ranging from performJane Alexander got this kind of a let- work done by the NEA. simply because ances attended by small audiences in a
ter from this reporter.
a handful of controversial grants have number of different locations in the
community to· very large and well atLet me acknowledge that I do not been called into question.
enter this debate to defend or to critiOnce again, the focus of the con- tended performances or exhibitions at
cize the artistic value of a.ny single troversy seems to be the role of the the Walker's main facility near downperformance, artist. or work of art. I Federal Government in what essen- town Minneapolis.
Just 2 weeks ago, 2.500 people filled
:i.m just not qualified to do that. That tially boils down to regulating the conthe Minneapolis Sculpture Garden-adis one of the reasons I am supporting tent of art.
to the Walker-to participate in
the amendment by my colleague from
I am sympathetic to the concerns of ajacent
free
performance of West African
Vermont. I do not think it is part of those who want to know how our
a.nd dance.
my job. And therein lies the fUndamen- scarce Federal fUnds are being spent music
Let me repeat, the Walker does not
tal disagreement. Therein lies the un- and to those who find certain types of make light of its responsibility as a
derlying issue at the heart of this de- a.rt offensive. But I will and I must con- major cultural center. Decisions about
tinue to oppose any effort that would which artists to present are based on
bate.
I support the NEA and public funding expand the Federal Government's role both artistic merit and the interests of
of the arts because of what it does to in regulating art content.
the diverse community it serves. A
broaden a.ccess to the arts for millions
'While the NEA grant making -process community that I am not sure is repis not perfect, it works. Compare the resented here.
of Americans.
And. I support the NEA because it NEA's record with any other of those
Performances a.re chosen after carehelps recogniZe and reward quality, and old Bill Proxmire Golden Fleece ful consideration by seasoned profeshelps to record and transmit to future awards and the money gets spent pret- sionals in their respective fields. And.
generations the diverse culture of an ty well. It is one of the best.
choices are made after long and careful
increasingly diverse American society.
Without question. there will be times examination of the disciplines inThere is a.lao no question. Mr. Presi- where certain a.rtiats, exhibits and per- volved.
i
dent, tba.t I support the NEA because it formances .will receive funding for a.rt
Criteria that the Walker uses in
is extremely important to Minnesota..
that some people do not like.
making these choices include the qualIt& artists, arts performa.nces and inI want to remind my colleagues ity of intention a.nd execution, innovaf
stitutions
have
historically
placed
again.
however, that this particular tion. point of the artist in his or her
i
Minnesota. among the top three State performance might not be the subject career. the impact the artist is having
recipients of NEA grants.
of national debate if Minnesota's larg- on the particular field, added value the
so
have
the
consumers
in
Minnesota..
est daily newspaper had not decided to performance will bring to the commu1
educators at all levels, employees and run a highly inflammatory article-- nity a.nd other factors tba.t Will create
everyone by whom ·•community" is de- Written by a reporter who did not even a bale.need program throughout the enattend the event-an article published tire year.
fined.
Minnesota. ha.s an outstanding State 3 weeks after the event a.ctua.lly took
One indicator of the Walker's reputat
arts board that receives a.nd distributes place.
tion is the fa.ct that it orgamzes presNEA grants. Minnesota has bUilt a reLet me make a careful distinction, entations that travel all over the
'.l.
lationship between State public policy Mr. President, between a.rt that may world. Its national partners include the
makers. public funding, a.nd appro- not be universally appreciated and ma- Museum of the Contemporary Art in
priate arts performers a.nd perform- terial that is pornographic .or obscene. Los Angeles. Museum of Modern Art in
Let me remind my colleagues that New York, the Brooklyn Academy of
ances and art works.
t
Minnesota is well known for some of there is a legal process for defining Music. and the Houston Grand Opera.
e
I think it is important to remember.
the Nation's finest arts orga.niza.tions- what is and what is not pornographic
the Guthrie Theater. the Minnesota. Or- or obscene-a. process that is best left Mr. President. that the event that has
e
chestra. the St. Paul Chamber Orches- to the experience and the e:xpertise of become the focus of this debate ·was attra. J;he Minneapolis Institute of Arts. the courts.
tended by an audience of about 100 peoand the Walker Art Center.
And. there is also a policy I helped ple.
s
The Walker sought to responsibly inAnd. Minnesota is a.lao home to hun- create several years ago that requires
·dreds
of
smaller
theater
groupS,
arts
NEA
supported
artists
who
Violate
form
that audience in advance about
s
organizations and individual artists in local or State obscenity or porno- the nature of the performance so that
lf
communities all over our State.
graphic statues to return their NEA they could make their own decisions
y
In the past several years, for exam- grants.
about its appropriateness.
g
ple. the Minnesota. State Arts Boa.rd reI might have less confidence in these
And, recognizing its own educational
.t
ceived an NEA grant for a folk arts air legal safeguards, Mr. President, if I had mission, the Walker organized a postn
prenticeship program that baa suir not taken the time to learn more about performance discussion for the audiy
ported masters and apprentices in com- how funding decisions are made at the ence. the artist p.nd his compa.ny .
.t
r
munities like Clearbrook. Atwater, and Walker a.nd other institutions in Min- About 80 percent of the a.udience
.l· II
Redwood Fa.Ila. You probably ha.ve not nesota..
stayed to join in what became a vigorheard of any of them.
Hindsight is always 20-20. And, it is ous dialogue about the performance
1- l
The State Arts Boa.rd also received easy to be critica.l of performances like and its meaning to those who watched.
Jt
n.n
arts in educa.tion grant to suppart the one in ·question that are. admitFor some. parallels with African
1.5
artistic residency &etivities in 87 dif- tedly, aimed at a small pa.rt of the ar- blood rituals were noted. And, one of
:y
ferent communities all over the State. tistic marketplace.
the Walker's cosponsors for this event
te
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cl.lled parts of the performance "a met- these programs would ea.ch lose over 40 arts. I ha.ve no question a.t all a.bout
apnor for people suffering from AIDS." percent of their present FederaL fund- the Sena.tor from West Virginia. and his
1 ea.id just a moment ago,. Mr. Presi- ing around our Nation.
commitment to the a.rts and. in fact,
For the Trinity Repertory Theater in the wa.y in which the arts have a.ffect~d
dent. tha.t I ca.n understand that ma.ny
individuals might be offended by what my own State of Rhode Island, one or his own life.
··
they rea.d took place during this par- the most innovative and important
Mr. President, I also wa.nt to thank
ticula.r performa.nce a.t the Walker. theaters in the Nation, a.nd one which my colleague from Minnesota.. Sena.tor
Arid, I ca.n understand that they may has received significant funding from DURENBERGER, for his fine remarks. We
10w wa.nt to send a. message that this the Endowment's theater program, this a.re justifiably proud of the Walker Art
~ype. of performance has no business cut would be very severe. A reduction Center. We do not want in a.ny way,
in funding will require the theater to shape or form see tha.t work
being funded by Federal ta.xpa.yers.
But, whatever our feelings might be eliminate those programs which do not decontexturalized. A focus on one parabout any individual work of a.rt or provide a.n immediate financial return. ticula.r performance-agree or disperformance, those feelings do not jus- In the case of the Trinity Rep, this will agree-just does not give you a. feel for
tify the kind of punitive a.ction that mea.n elimination of the extraordinary the wonderful work this institution has
would result from the Appropriations Project Discovery Program which done.
Committee recommendation now be- brings 18,000 Rhode Island high school
I rea.d with great interest-and this is
fore us.
students ea.ch yea.r to see a theatrical vecy much in the spirit or Senator
My personal preference is to fully re- production. Hence, the money cut from JEFFORD's a.mendment-a.n article in
store the 5-percent cut that the com- the NEA budget would result in a. dra.- today's Washington Post tha.t demittee has recommended.
ma.tic reduction in the thea.trica.l pro- scribed a. new round of NEA grants as
And a.t the very least we should re- grams a.va.ila.ble to lower income citi- "showing strong support for a.rts edumove the targeting feature which re- zens that ca.n presently be offered a.t a cation. rural and urban underserved
sult in the wholesale gutting of impor- reduced price because of Federal a.id.
populations, programming on public
tant parts of the NEA's mission.
These targeted budget reductions television. museum exhibitions, creThose cuts include a 42-percent re- would a.lso end the efforts of the En- a.tive writing a.nd not-for-profit theaduction in the NEA's Theater Pro- dowment's Presenting a.nd Commis- ters."
gram-a. 41.7-percent cut in visual a.rts. sioning Progra.m to extend grants to
Clearly, Jane Alexander is just getAmong the Minnesota arts orga.niza- rural a.nd underserved a.rea.s, would vir- ting started a.nd we should be supporttions a.nd institutions funded la.st year tually eliminate all theater edu- ing her. We a.re talking a.bout a.n NEA
in these ca.tegories a.re the Cricket ca.tiona.l program.ming a.nd theater-for- that has seen its buytng power shrink
Theater. Children's Theater Company youth programs a.nd would eliminate by some 46 percent since 19'19. As my
and School, Guthrie Theater. Inter- funding for the development of new colleague from Illinois. my dear friend.
media. Arts of Minnesota., Minnesota. pla.ys.
Sena.tor SIMON, would say, "We ca.n,do
Opera Compa.riy, Illusion Theater a.nd
Mr. President, the Na.tiona.l Endow- better."
·
This 5-percent cut was not even an
School, Red Eye Collaboration, Min- ment bas given over 100.000 grants
nesota. Center for Book Arts, ?.fixed throughout its existence, a.pproxi~ a.cross-the-board cut. Specific proBlood Theater Company. Pla.ywrights' ma.tely 4,000 a. yea.r. Two or three of gra.ma were cut 1.n wha.t I think really
center. Inc., Film in the Cities, Center those a. year ha.ve become controver- could end up being-though I hope
for Art8 Criticism, a.nd many, many sial. including the grant to Walker In- some of this money will be restoredothers. both large a.nd small.
stitute of Art under the previous Chair- even if the authors did not intend it to
I cannot support & 40-percent cut in person of the Endowment. While I do be so, punitive. I think Sena.tors should
ants to these and other a.rts orga.n.1- not agree With the controversial pro- know wha.t the potential of some of
..uons-not just in Minnesota., but all gram tha.t wa.s, in turn. sponsored by these cuts a.re, not in terms of sta.tisover America.
the Walker Institute With the Federal tics, but in terms of the faces and
That 1a a lot more tha.n just sending funds it received. I a.m firmly of the places of those citizens a.nd orga.nizaa. mesu.ge. We should not be here try- mind tha.t cutting nearly half or Fed- tions tha.t would be affected.
ing to legislate or punish the content era.l funding for all our theaters a.nd
Mr. President, I speak of orga.nizaof a.rt on the floor or the U.S. Senate. visual arts a.round the country is not tions like Atlanta's Allis.nee Theater:
I strongly support the amendment of- the best solution a.nd is not in our Na.- the Denver Center for the Performing
fered by my colleague, Senator JEF- tion's best interest. Using a colloquial- Arts: a.nd the Goodma.n Thea.ter in ChiFORDS, a.nd I encourage my colleagues ism, it is throwing the ba.by out With ca.go, the Children's Thea.ter Co. in
to do the same.
the bathwater.
Minneapolis, which reaches tens of
I yteld the floor.
I hope tha.t my colleagues will take thousands or schoolchildren in the Midthese concerns into account, along west: the Arkansas Repertory Theater
Mr. PELL addressed the chair.
The PRESIDrnG OFFICER. The with Ms. Alexander's efforts, to ma.ke which tours the rural South where
Chair recognizes the Sena.tor from the Endowment more accessible to ap- there is little access to professional
Rhode Isla.nd.
plica.nts from communities a.round our theater; the Pittsburgh Children's FesMr. PELL. Mr. President, I rise in Nation, and will support this a.mend- tival which serves 100,000 people a.nnustrong support of this amendment or ment.
ally, drawing citizens from throughout
the Sena.tor from Vermont. As one
Mr. WELLSTONE a.ddressed the the region; the Homer Council on. the
who, together with Sena.tor Javits. Chair.
Arts in Homer, AK. which serves a.
wrote the original legisla.tion almost 30
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- community or 3,000 by presenting up to
yea.rs ago, I believe tha.t the cuts in the a.tor from Minnesota. [Mr. WELLSTONEJ 150 artists to 5,500 people a.nnually; or
budget to the National Endowment for is recognized.
the Wheeling Symphony in West Virthe Arts reductions to the National EnMr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, ginia. which offers young people's condowment for the Arts would be a real first or all, let me thank the Sena.tor certs a.nd a progra.m that reaches 6.000
blow to mainstream arts orga.niza.tions from Rhode Island who really rep- elementary school students annually.
all around our Nation. In addition, resents, just a.s one person, a. lifelong
The list could go on and on. Mr.
targeting these cuts to the thea.ter a.nd commitment to the a.rts and human- President. My point is that all of these
performing-presenting programs would ities. Let me thank my colleague from orga.niza.tions a.re in jeopardy of losing
place the existence of ma.ny smaller or- Vermont for the amendment. Let me all or some of their Federal funding if
ganiza.tions which serve rural and inner join in with the remarks of my col- these cuts go through.
-_
·..,y communities in grave jeopardy.
league from Connecticut a.bout the
As we all know, the importance of
'he theater, visual a.rta and perform- President pro tempore. We had a. the a.rts to society goes back to the
;-presenting programs have already cha.nee to talk about this particular drawings on the wall of a cave. The
suffered reductions of between Sl a.nd S2 controversy in Minnesota. and really arts today ca.n be pa.pier-mache in Mrs.
million in recent years. Under this bill. a.bout his love a.nd appreciation of the BROWN'S third grade a.rt class, or the
Ba.y Area. Philharmonic in Sa.n Fran-
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ciSOO· It can be Native American, Afri- ment aa well. As the Senator from Ver- pa.rt, I suppose I. should say-by the
ca.n-American. Chicano or La.tine. The mont knows, each appropriations bill is NEA. We- have had controversy time
beautiful thing about the a.rts, Mr. a series of choices, choices aa. to which a.nd time again, discussed here on the
President. is that its definition is so programs should be increased and Senate floor. The overwhelming majorbroa.d and so encompassing. It is, I be- which programs should be decreased, ity of the grants that have been made
lieve. a statement of who we· are as a choices involving decisions to increase have been made for wholesome persociety. Art has power. It has the program funding based on merit. based formances. ·
power to heal, it has the power to edu- on need. No program in the bill is guarI do not know of anyboey in thi::;
anteed fUnding at any particular level body who is a greater supporter of the
cate.
r urge my colleagues to not forget from one year to the.next.
arts than I am. W'llen I was a boy. my
the power. I urge my colleagues to not
The Appropriations Committee took foster father never bought a cap buster
forget the beauty. I urge my colleagues a 5-percent reduction in NEA funding for me, or a cowboy suit. He did not
to not forget the importance of the over concern about some of the types have much money. He was a coal
arts to our country, to our society, to of a.rt that have been fUnded in recent miner. He bought a draWing tablet or,a.
ow- world. to our fa.milies. to our chil- years. It is difficult to conceive how water color set or a book. I suppose r
dren. to our grandchildren. a.nd to our some of the controversies that have . am in a position to recall the words
ci\"iliza.tion. I hope that one way or an- consumed this appropriations bill can from the gardener in Shakespeare's
other that these cuts Will be restored be argued to be examples of the best "King Richard II."
been.use I think the arts are so enrich- a.rt that America ha.s to offer or how
I shall root away the noisome WP.eds which.
ing, such a positive affirmation of who they pass the test of artistic merit that without profit. suck the soil's fertility from
we are. Therefore. I thank the Senator is to be a.t the root of each grant deci- wholesome flowers.
from Vermont for his amendment.
sion made by the NEA.
So it was not an attempt to destroy
Mr. BYRD addressed the Chair.
I should say to the Senate that my the wholesome nowers-a.nd most of
'nle PRESIDING OFFICER. The own personal preference at the time the NEA's budget consists of arts that
Chair recognizes the Senator from was to reduce the NEA by more than might be categorized as wholesome
West Virginia.
the 5-percent reduction taken in the flowers-but it was an attempt clearly
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. I ask unan- bill. But I reeommended the course of to indicate that there bas to be a
imous consent that Senator H.~TFIELD action-after discussing it with other painsta.king effort, a more conscienbe considered as an original cosponsor Sena.tors. and particularly with the tious effort to root away the problems
of the firefighter amendment that the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. NICKLES], that "suck the soil's fertility from.
Senate will be voting on at 3:30 p.m. I recommended the course of action in wholesome flowers." and have created
this afternoon.
response to concerns about not affect- the controver.iies and caused so much
'nle PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ing adversely some of the very excel- criticism. In the hopes that that mesobi~tion. it is so ordered.
lent art that also benefits from this sage could be received and heard. which
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. I ask unan- bill.
I believe it has been. the action was
imous consent that Senators BAucus
I met v.1th Jane Alexander. the taken by the corrur.ittee. I hope that
and BINGAMAN be added as cosponsors Chairman of the National Endowment we will give Jane Alexander a chance
for the Arts. I was very impressed With to promote a better image for the Na.thereto.
'nle PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Ms. Alexander and her commitment to- tional Endowment for the Arts. I beobjection. it is so ordered.
ward undertaking the necessary re- lieve she will. I was impressed by her
views and reforms within the NEA sincerity, by her conscientious attigrant process to ensure greater ac- tude, by her demeanor. and by -her
HOP~G FOR A SPEEDY RECOVERY countability of the expenditure of dol- words. I want her to make good. beMr. B'\.'"RD. Mr. President. I was ad- lars appropriated in the bill.
cause if she makes good. the country
When I met with Ms. Alexander, she makes good, and the l\'EA makes good.
vised a little while a.go by the Sergeant
at Arms that a young man collapsed in indicated that she was in the process of And perhaps the sooner she succeeds.
the visitors' gallery this morning and initiating certain actions and steps and the sooner we Will not ha\"e to face
that his name wa.s Carlos Worley. The reforms tha.t hopefUlly will prevent fu- amendments cutting funds for the NEA
Sergeant at Arms told me that he is a ture incidents in which certain per- in the committee. in the Chamber. and
19-yea.r-old Senate security aide. He formances have created opposition a.nd in conference.
was taken to George Washington Uni- resistance to appropriations for the
May I say to my friends who have
versity Hospital for evaluation. and arts. I was impressed with her. I was proposed the amendment. fish and
initial indications seem to be that he impressed tha.t she was committed to wildlife construction was cut 38.1 per·
suffered from either a. collapsed lung or undertaking the necessary reviews and cent; fish and wildlife land acquisition
a blood clot in his lung.
reforms Within the process to ensure ha.s been cu.t 22.9 percent; Park Service
I know tha.t Sena.tors hope that the greater accounta.bility of· the expendi- construction has been cut 15.5 percent:
. young man \\111 enjoy a speedy recov- ture or dollars appropriated in this bill . Park Service land acquisition has been
ery and that this matter is not life- I expressed to her that r would oppose cut 13.6 percent; Geological Survey
threatening.
any amendment in the Chamber that Service, 2.2 percent: Bureau of Mines
would modify .the committee's rec- Operations-which is no small matter
ommended funding level. whether UP- to this Senator-cut 10.1 percent; BuDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ward or downward.
·
reau of Indian Affairs construction. 26.2
ANt> RELATED AGENCIES APPROSo, I must oppose this amendment percent; Forest Service constructionPRJ.'ATIONS ACT, 1995
and take this bill to conference With also very important to States like
The Senate continued with the con- the House. which ha.s imposed a lesser West Virginia-cut 13.3 percent; Fossil
reduction of 2 percent on the NEA's Energy Research and Development, cut
sideration of the bill.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. the Sen- budget. I also told Ms. Alexander that 2.6 percent; strategic petroleum reator from Vermont proposes an amend- I would approach the conference With serve, cut 25.9 percent: Indian Health
ment that would reduce all of the ac- an open mind. both with respect to the construction. cut 14.6 percent.
The subcommittee is operating with
counts in the Interior appropriations ultimate funding level and the disbill to restore the NEA to the level re- tribution of any cuts that might be S336 million less than budget ·authority
in fiscal year 1994.
·.
quested in the President's budget.
taken.
Mr. President. I simply want to do
Taking into consideration the·overall
In reviewing amendments proposed
to this bill. it has been my policy tha.t wha.t ts best for the NEA and for the constraints that we have had placed on
across-the-boa.rd reductions should not arts. It is difficult to understand why us. Mr. President. I believe that the
be used as a source of funding to offset some of the performances that have at- NEA cut that we are talking a.bout is
desired increases in other programs, tracted so much controversy were reasonable. I close by saying that I
;tnu .such is the case with this amend- funded in whole or in pa.rt-mostly in want to be helpful to Ms. Alexander.
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AMEMDXDIT NO. 23flT
and the Sen&tor from Pennsylvania
Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr• .President,· I rise [Mr. SPEC'l'ERJ are necessary a.b&ent.
for the P1l1'J)08e8 of letting everyone
The PRESIDING OFFICER CMr.
who would vote on mY amendment CAMPB£I..Ll. Are there any other senators 1D the Chamber desiring to vote?
know what I attempt to do with it.
VOTE ON AMENDMENT NO. 23115
The resalt was announced-yeas 49,
I have a.n amendment pending which
THE PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
•.._"previous order, the hour of3:30 ha.v- would restore funding to the NEA. a.nd na.ys 42. as follows:
a.rrtved. the question occurs on a.pply tha.t restoration-to a.chieve the
{Rollcall Vote No. 230 Leg.]
ndment No. %395, offered by the offset-as an acroB&-the-board percentYEA~
.:><:nator from West Virginia. [Mr. age cut to all programs in the bill. This AkUa
Damberger
~llculski
BYRD]. On this question, the yea.a a.nd would happen rather than gutting cer- Baucua
FeUisold
Mitcllell
tain
NEA
programs
by
40
percent.
nays ha.ve been ordered, and the clerk
B1dea
!liloseley·Brallll
Fetnstetll
Also pending is the Helms amend- BiDg8.lllU
OleDD
M()}"ll1hall
will call the roll.
Graham
J.llllT'ILl'
The assistant legislative clerk called ment. which is a broad censoring Borell
Bradley
Pa.cicwood
amendment which would attempt to Br7u
the roll.
JleSliA
Pell
Pryor
HolllDn
Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen- prevent the kind or event that occurred Bumpera
CUnpbell
lllo.,.e
in
the
Minnesota
theater.
We
heard
as!Wid
a.tor from California. [Mrs. BoXEB.], the
Cllal11111
Jelrorda
Riegle
Senator from Iowa. [Mr. HARKIN], the surances earlier from the senator from Collu
IWllleb&wa
Robb
Keney
Sena.tor from Massachusetts (Mr. KEN- West Virginia. that he was working Cowad
Boc.ldeller
with
Jane
Alexander
of
the
EndowDanforth
Kerry
&rb&Aes
NEDY), a.nd the Sena.tor from Ohio [Mr.
Duc:ble
L&ll\enberg
SlmOD
ment. He intended tha.t the purpose of
METZENBAUMJ a.re necessarily a.bsent.
DeCoDCilli
Wellstane
LM.llJ
his
cut
wa.s
to
f1re
a
·shot
across
the
Mr SIMPSON. I announce tha.t the
Dodd
i.e.tn
Uebenlwl
Senator from Uta.h [Mr. BENNETI'J, the bow to wa.rn that further things should DolY&D
Sena.tor from New York [Mr. D'AMATO), not occur. The House has approved
NAY5-42
the Senator from Utah [Mr. HATCH), only a. 2 percent acrosa-the-board cut.
Bond
Muril:onltl
·Gramm
I
a.m
placing
my
confidence
in
the
a.nd the Sena.tor from Pennsylvania
NIU.les
Orau.ieJ
Senator from West Virginia tha.t his Brua.z
[Mr. SPECIER) a.re necessarily a.bsent.
Br'OWll
HaU'1eld
!'i1UID
method
of
working
with
the
EndowBurna
Pres&lu
Bel.ma
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
Roth
Rlltchtson
any other Senators in the Chamber ment will be much more successful a.nd BJrd
Oo&la
.Jobalioa
~
certa.1nly
much
more
desirable
tha.n
who desire to vote?
Sllelby
Cocllr8D
KemPthonie
adopting
a.
broad
censoring
amendCoverdell
The result waa announced-yeas 92.
SlmPIOD
Kohl
ment.
a.nd
a
vote
on
my
amendment.
8mlth
~
Cralc
nays o. a.a follows:
·
Domellict
~
Lacar
Therefore. Mr. President, I Withdraw
[Rollca.11 Vote No. 229 Leg.)
Ezoa
TbannoDCI
Madr
my amendment.
W&Uop
Fain:lotb
Ma&llewa
YEAs--92
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- For4
Wanaer
McCaiA
McConnell
Oonon
Wo!:ord
ator baa that right.
Fe111C014
lllcCouneU
Ak&ltL
Minlald
F'etmtetll
B&uc1lS
The amendment is withdrawn.
Mlcebell
Ford
NOT VOTING-9
Bidea
So the amendment (No. 2397) was
MoeeleY·Brau
Glenn
Binpm&D

"a.nd noi hurt her. and not hurt legitimate and worthwhile grants for the
arts' "wholesome flowers."
I yield the floor. ·
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Bond
Bonn
·1~y

Gon.oa
Grall&m
Gramm
GnuleJ

withdrawn.

J41UT'&J

Chair recogntzes the Senator from Con-

The

PRESIDING

Bour

Dole
HaridJa

D'Amat.o

Hat.ch

BeDMU

MQJ1lillaD
Jila.rkonlQ

OFFICER.

The

Xtnnedy

!14tW!llb&llm
Specter

So the motion to la.y on the table the
necticut.
amendment (No. 2396) wu a.greed to.
Pacll:wood
B&U\eld
.UO:..'m~ NO. Ziii
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I move to
PeU
Henlll
Bampen
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, wha.t reconsider the vote.
Prelaler
Helms
BIU"Dll
P:Tar
HolliDP
Bnd
Mr. BIDEN. I move to la.y tha.t mois the pendiDg amendment?
Re'4
Hutchta1111
C&mpbeU
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The tion on the table.
Riegle
Jzloa"8
Ch&tee
The motion to lay on the table wa.s
Helms amendment.
Robb
Jeffords
Coat.I
Roc&eteller
Johnston
Cocllru
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President. I agreed to.
Both
JCuMb&um
Cohea
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Mr. B"i'RD
move to table the Helms amendment
KemPthonie
S&rbulea
Conrad
is recognized.
a.nd aak !or the yeas and nays.
SuMr
Coftrdell
Xerre7
Kerry
Shelby
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. in a.n efThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a.
Crus
SlmOD
Kohl
DWorth
fort to expedite matters, I ha.Ve dissufficient second?
Simpson
L&llten~
Da.achle
cussed the !olloWing request with the
There is a. sU!ficient second.
8mtth
DeCoDCUli
lA&ll¥
principals involved.
The yea.a and nays were ordered.
Steftlll
Levta
Dodd
'1'hllmloDd
Uebenn&Jl
Dole
I aak unanimous consent tha.t Mr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Wi.llop
Lott
Domenict
question
is
on
agreeing
to
the
motion
MCCAIN
be recognized to call UP a.n .4
Wanier
Lugar
Dorran
a.mendment.-I
believe it is a.n amendof
the
Sena.tor
trom
ArkanNs
to
l~
on
Wellstone
Mack
I>=tiernr
WOiford
the table the amendment of the Sen- ment to establish la.nd acquisition criM&tllews
EzGA
llrlcCWl
F&ircioth
a.tor from North Carolina. On this ques- teria.--that there be 5 minutes thereon.
tion, the yeas and nays have been or- after which e. vote occur: and I ask
NAYS-0
dered. a.nd the Clerk will call the roll. unanimous consent that it be in order
NOT VOl'ING-8
to order the yeas and nays at this time.
The legisla.tive clerk called the roll.
Mr. FORD. I announce tha.t the SenMr. NICKLES. Reserving the right to
Harkin
Ha.tea
a.tor from Ca.lifornia [Mrs. BOXER). the object. I wonder if it might be possible
Kemie4y
Sena.tor from Iowa [Mr. HARKIN). the if we go to Senator BAucus or give us
So. the amendment <No. %395) was Senator from Massachusett.s [l\.ir. KEN- about another 5 minutes on Senator
NEDY). and the Sena.tor from Ohio [Mr. MCCAIN's amendment?
a.greed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ME'l'ZENBAUMJ a.re necessarily absent.
Mr. BYRD. I withdraw tha.t request.
I further announce that. if present
a.tor from West Virginia.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous conMr. BYRD. Mr. President. I a.sk unan- a.nd voting, the Senator from Massa- sent tha.t Mr. BAucos be recognized to
imous consent tha.t the Sena.tor from chusetts [Mr. KENNEDY) would vote call up an amendment on which there
~·~'"Inont. Mr. JEFFORDS. be recogniZed "aye."
be no more than 5 minutes to be diMr. SIMPSON. I announce that the Vided in accordance with the usual
tot to exceed 2 minutes.
.e PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Senator from Ut.ah [Mr. BENNE'IT). the form, Which mea.na tha.t Mr. BAUCOS
Senator from New York [Mr. D' AMAro), gets 5 minutea and. I get 10 seconds.
......iection, it is so ordered.
The Sena.tor from Vermont is recog- the Sena.tor from Kansas [Mr. DOLE),
The PRESIDmG OFFICER. Without
the senator from Utah [Mr. HATCH), objection, it is ao ordered.
nized for 2 minutes.
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·is loe1&ted in the juni r Senator from he and I both sit, came ba.ck with a de- ference in each of the other states
Montana's .home Sta. • in Butte, that cent compromise th&t is filibustered, I across the Nation.
is going to cost
ers Sl.5 billion promise I will try to put this amendAt the recent Tony Awa.rd& ceremony
to clean up.
.
ment on the first bill coming through in New York, Jane Alexander spoke of
Mr. CRAIG. Mr. Pr sident, will the the U.S. Senate, to stop patenting the Endowment's support for plays· and
Senator yield for a qu tion?
right dead in its traeks. And then there playwrights, and the indispensable suPMr. BUMPERS. I ould like to be will not be much roCjlm for compromise. port it has given for developing new
-.u:ious and yield. B I want to finish
I yield the floor. I
work. Endowment support can be found
statement.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. I suggest at the heart of nea.rly every Pulitzer
Ar. CRAIG. For one uestion?
the absence of a quorum.
Prize-winning play, either through a
Mr. BUMPERS. For ne question.
The PRESIDINq. OFFICER (Mr. grant to the playwright or to the comMr. CRAIG. In my roposed reform, BRYAN). The clerk wJll call the roll.
pa.ny which produced it. These works
we suggested that if ~e Senate and the
The legislative clerk proceeded to contribute to our national cultural
Congress grant the ri~ht of patenting, call the roll.
\
heritage and are enjoyed by countless
that a. fair ma.rket value be pa.id for the
Mr. BUMPERS. ~- President, I ask Americans in regional and local thea.land. Is that not now reasonable today, una.nimous consent hat the order for ters in all parts of the country.
that citizens who acquire that land for the quorum call be scinded.
All of these beneficial results a.re
mining pay the estimated royalty?
The PRESIDING qFFICER. Without achieved through our modest Federal
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, every- objection, it is so ordjered.
investment in the Endowment. It is a
one who bas been following this debate
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I modest annual appropriation that has
knows that the issue the Senator raises withdra.w my amen · ent.
declined in real dollars in recent years.
is a complete red-herring. The surface
The PRESIDING O FICER. The SenSupport for the arts is an important
of the type of land we 'are discussing is a.tor bas that right.
e ·amendment is principle of federalism that I strongly
probably not worth more than SlOO an withdra.wn.
support. It is part of our national reacre. in most instances. We a.re talking
The amendment (N . 2400) was with- sponsibility to encourage a climate in
about the billions of dollars worth of drawn.
the country that promotes the develoPgold underneath this land.
Thr PRESIDING
FFICER. Under ment of the arts and encourages underMr. CRAIG. I am talking about roy- the previous order the committee standing a.nd participation in music,
alty and fair market value. S. 775 bas a amendment on page 8 line 16 is agreed literat'1re, painting, sculpture, dance,
royalty, plus the fa.it market value to.
and other forms of creative expression.
sales price of the land.'. Is that not reaSo the excepted
Any fair accounting of the Endowsonable?
I
ment on page 48 lin 16 was a.greed to. ment's record will conclude that it is
I thank the Sena.tor fo. r yielding.
.JI...~
AMENDMENT No. 239'1
ably fulfilling its mission. It is providMr. BUMPERS. I am' happy to yield.\ Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ing indispensa.ble support to the Na.I just want to make a few final points, strongly support the National Endow- tion's cultural institutions and it is inand then yield the floo1'ment for the Arts. This agency has had creasing the public's access to the a.rts.
The Senator from Nevada [Mr. REID] a remarkable record of achievement
The appropriation for the Endowmade a point that we import palladium over the past 30 yea.rs, but has too ment of this legislation is a reduction
from Russia. I am not sure what the ra.- often been the subject of unfair criti- of 5 percent below la.st year. The comtiona.le is for his conc~rn. I assume 1f cism in recent times.
pa.Dion House bill contained a 2-percent
we import anything ~m Russia., we
I hope that every Member of the Sen- reduction. I hope that the conferees
should not impose a tai'. to try to curb ate, including the critics of the.Endow- will consider the serious impact that
.·': practice.
I
ment, are aware of the large volume of the continued erosion of fUnding levels
.JSSia is a big gold producer. If we outstanding work that the Endowment will ha.ve on the Endowment, and tha.t
.Jd up importing go14, under the ra- has done. And, since Jane Alexander any reduction in funds will be le~ to
tionale of the Sena.to~ from Nevada, became chairman, the praise for the the chairman to distribute among its
there never would be a royalty on gold agency bas been even greater. There is· programs.
because we could get it from Russia. To a new sense of respect and appreciation
The conferees will have an important
invoke the cold war to try to keep for the Endowment's work.
opportunity to express their confidence
doing what we have be9n doing for 122 · Ms. Alexander bas Visited 34 States in Chairman Alexander for the impresyea.rs, which is the bJggest scam in already. She has demonstrated an un- sive efforts she is making on behalf of
America, is an outrage. I
paralleled commitment to making sure this iJnporta.nt agency.
In addition, approximately 75 to 80 that the American people understand
I commend Jane Alexander for her
percent of the gold mined in this coun- the true record of the Endowment, and achievement. She is bringing new vigor
try goes into jewelry? II have nothing especially its support for the Nation's and leadership to this essential agency.
against jewelrY. I tell y~u. I ha.ve never museums, symphonies, regional thea.- ~he deserves our support, and so does
worn a ring in my life. I have never ters, dance companies, a.rts education the Endowment.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I suggest
worn a bracelet. I do. not personally programs, and local a.rts actiVities.
care anythintr about jewelry. But I do
These grants have benefited every the absence of a quorum.
not criticize those who do. But here we Sta.te in the "Qnion. Many of the grants
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
are, giving away precioiis minerals, bil- are awarded on a 3-to-l matching basis, clerk will call the roll.
lions or dollars' worth :Or gold, to sub- with three State and local dollars
The assistant legislative clerk prosidize jewelrY producer&.
matching the Federal dollars, so the ceeded to call the roll.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- impact of the grants is leveraged very. Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
a.tor's time bas expired.~
effectively.
unanimous consent that the order for
Mr. BUMPERS. I ask unanimous conIn the 5 years from 1987 through 1991, the quorum ca.11 be rescinded.
sent for 1 additional minute.
the combined Federal and State a.rts
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without investment in Massachusetts totaled qbjection, it is so ordered.
nea.rly Sl20 million. Those fun~'#Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I
objection. it is so ordered.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. \ President, the reached audiences of over 200 -mmon tha.llk the chairman and the floor manreason I brought this )amendment up people, provided 64,000 children and a.gers. As the information comes in
today was for two rea.Sons. No. l, this 15,000 teachers in our Sta.te with a.rts necessary to proceed on the a.ppropriaa.mendment is in the House bill. The instruction and performances. They tions bill, I will certainly defer to that.
House bas this languag• in its bill. The helped to generate S238 million in pri- But my remarks are short in nature,.
"'"-<:ond reason is to sa.Yl and to put my vate fUnds to match the public moneys. and I want to comment on the situa':!!agues on notice that 1f that conWithout question, these funds . have tion with regard to the targeted fund11ce committee, to !which the Sen- made a difference in our State and I am ing reduction to the National Endow.:r from Idaho .alludeh, and on which sure they have made a comparable dif- ment for the Arts. I am fully aware
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